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Ruderal Artemisia (Artemisia vulgaris L. - common name mugwort) is present and speaks
I’m standing strong and upright – up to the sky - rooted down and spreading sideways through
the soil - human fleshy hands around my stem - What am i supposed to do → pressure sensed →
squeeze the life out → vertical uprightness in danger → root canal failure → your hand becomes a
violent wind → then my vertical and horizontal existence hangs in the air → dangling → a Coca-cola can entangled in my roots → the can does not give me any life support → you put me on
the concrete surface -> life continues on the concrete ground -> I dry out in the sun.

Dear Artemisia,
– it stopped raining – afternoon - grey – feeling good - I’m growing very tall and upright inside my body
–stillness
What do I want from you?
Your presence – always in my memory – do you remember? – I sensed a tug of resistance from you – I
pulled on you – to come towards my hand - you resisted even more – in the end you gave in. – I was
standing next to the corrugated metal wall
Do you remember? You were not alone – a Coke can gripped by your roots – or maybe you gripped the
can? – deliberate, decisive, desiring, on purpose – you surprised me –– all the talk about Anthropocene
was right in front of my eyes – in my hand - you brought the trash to me
What do I want from you? - Nothing – nothing – or, more accurately, no thing
I know what you want? - do I? – maybe not.
I know you are a plant – first & always
I know this was brief.
see you soon, my friend.
See you soon. Love,
andrea
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One Foot – A Step
Second Foot – A Step
Between the Two Steps
Grey Surface
Around the Two Steps
Green Color Patches
Brown Color Lines Swing in Air
Blue Escapes into the Sky
Yellow Jumps
Stop.
Yellow touches Silver Green
Silver Green Leaf
Sharp and Sweet
A Dream
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Sproutings
• A weed is a plant considered undesirable in a particular situation, “a plant in the wrong
place”1Wikipedia
• ‘Small herbs have grace, great weeds do grow apace:’ /And since, methinks, I would not grow so
fast,/Because sweet flowers are slow and weeds make haste.2 William Shakespeare, Richard III
• Weed killers are chemicals that kill plants or inhibit their normal growth.3 The Home Depot
• Weeds have evolved resistance to 23 of the 26 known herbicide sites of action and to 162 different herbicides.4 The International Survey of Herbicide Resistant Weeds
•In the center of a harsh and spectrumed city/all things natural are strange.
I grew up in a genuine confusion/between grass and weeds and flowers/
and what coloured meant/except for clothes you couldn’t bleach/
and nobody called me nigger/until I was thirteen5 Audre Lorde
• Stand forth, you weeds of enormity, and spread.6 Ben Jonson, Bartholomew Fair

Facebook: Bell
I will not surrender to all the evil…
Dance will free my soul! Forever!
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•…I devised the phrases for weeds: fortuitous flora, happenstance plants, metropolitan photosynthesizers, and urban herbs. Occasionally, I have coupled adjectives such as dense, motley, ordinary,
uncultivated and vigorous with the plain words weed and weeds7 Zachary J.S. Falck, WEEDS, An
Environmental History of Metropolitan America
• What is a wild plant, a native plant, an invasive or alien plant, a weed? The story of weeds is the
story of man and civilisation, of agriculture and migration. There are no weeds in the wilderness,
but, then again, can we truly speak of wild nature?8 Benjamin A. Huseby, Weeds & Aliens, An unnatural
history of plants
• “A variety of spontaneously colonized habitats (vacant lots, abandoned industrial areas, edges
of parking lots, along rail lines, highways and other rights-of-way) frequently support a
surprisingly high diversity of plant and animal species.”9 Sarah L. Robinson & Jeremy Lundholm, Ecosystem services provided by urban spontaneous vegetation
• They grow and reproduce in the city without being planted or cared for. They are everywhere
and yet they are invisible to most people10 Peter Del Tredici, Wild Urban Plants of the Northeast, a field
guide
• the world’s ‘weeds’ follow the traces of human intervention. There are no weeds in nature….If a
formal garden indicates human cultivatory intent, weeds are indices of human actions that are usually completely unintended. Persistent and unwelcome, weeds are the illegal immigrants of the plant
world.11 Laura U. Marks, Vegetable Locomotion
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Weedy Essay

Artemisia speaks to Bromus tectorum L. (downy brome or cheat grass)
Hi, neighbor. It’s like we have a fence between our two plant groupings. The line is so sharp
it looks like someone planted us. My roots touch your roots, and yours touch mine on the
edge of that border. Maybe we have a mutual understanding because we both came from
Europe. Well, I actually came a long time before you, from Eurasia in the middle ages. You
came as packing material in the 1800s12 from Europe and Linnaeus called you tectorum
(“of roof ”) because you grow commonly on sod roofs of European houses. At the Urban
Weeds Garden at 1067 PacificPeople, we are located near the garage. We like being there.
We both seem not to mind the alkaline soil. Let’s keep our respect for each other, I wait
until you start to go to seed in late summer and then I will spread horizontally over your
ground and let you dry out between my leaves and give you moisture so your composting
can take place in peace.

Instagram post: Ellie
#climatemarch everyday.
#weedyresistance going strong1067pacificpeople,
39 species & counting!
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This essay reveals my studio practice as a choreographer, making dances with spontaneous urban
plants, plants that are often called weeds. The studio and fieldwork take place at the Urban Weeds
Garden at 1067 PacificPeople in Brooklyn. My contemporary movement practice is rooted in improvisation, somatics, touch, gestures and space and my observations skills are expanded through my
study of the Laban/Bartenieff system for recording and analyzing human movement.
In this essay I ask: What do weeds have to tell me, you and us? Can they cultivate novel forms of
plant-human connection and find a new notion of choreography of movement to foster anew sociality where humans and non-humans have agency? Can my bodily engagement with spontaneous
urban plants inform as well concepts of Urban Renewal? This Essay does not share the end results
of the 8 choreographic experiments I made the last two years, which were performed in my studio,
in a store, in a gallery and theatrical setting and, in which I went so far that in one of my last performances I removed the human performer from the stage and the weeds stood alone. If you are
interested in that, I invite you to go to the performance archive website: https://weedychoreography.
com
This essay will reveal my sensorial, bodily and affective experiences, questions and thoughts with the
spontaneous urban plants in the fieldwork studio practice and will send its shoots into botanical science, vegetal philosophies, colonization and immigration theory, cultivation and feminism. The radicle
will go into the cracks, looking at value, comfort/discomfort, maintaining, emotional labor and care.
This essay engages with the posthumanist literature on multispecies approach and how we approach our entanglements with others and proposes a rethinking of alterity by encouraging us to
consider the possibility of other worlds and moving beyond 400 years of western cultural domination.
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This essay offers a playful “weedy” approach. It features a variety of voices: the voice of the plant
Artemisia (Artemisia vulgaris) who touches her rhizome roots to the neighboring plants’ voices, my
voice (andrea), other artists’ voices, facebook voices (the names associated with these social media
posts are fictitious), and intimate voices in the form of letters to the readers, to the plants, to biologists, to philosophers and to other women. These letters are written by Artemisia, her neighboring
plants, andrea, and my plant alter ego known as Artemisia. I would like to take this opportunity to
tell you that the weeds’ typeface is not black nor green but red. Stop.Love.Blood. The plant(s) have
something to tell you. I would like to take this opportunity to tell you that you will see drawing
gestures – almost like hieroglyphs – in this text. These are live movement transmissions of motion
trails the plants leave behind in situ. I would like to take this opportunity to tell you the photographs
that accompany this text are images I took in my Artist Studio, the Urban Weeds Garden and a three
images are from my performance “Weedy Island Senation on Stage” at the FiveMiles Gallery., Brooklyn, two video stills on page 73-76 and one photograph by Julie Lemberger on page 98.
This essay’s subtext is supported by the theatrical work Weedy Island Sensation on Stage but does
not fully reveal the work itself. It shows the creative practice of all the experiments that led into
building of poetic principles that are inherent in different combination in of the making of any
Weedy Choreography. The reader’s journey is dynamic and vibratory, moving through the Weedy
Artist Studio to dig into two main questions: What if the plant has a question for you? and What if
the plant has something to tell you? It will address how I work with plant-life forms and why I do
not create a Herbarium but an Urban Weeds Movement Herbarium. How the sensorial embodied
interaction with plant-life forms give choreographic directives in forms of “What if ” questions and
how the plants and andrea find a shared space of being and how in that situation andrea becomes
an alter-ego – a hybrid- humanweedy wo(man) called Artemisia who talks and dances. The social
space of dance on stage then finds its way back into the Urban Weeds Garden to ask Who should
we love in this time of extinction?
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This essay works like a body. It has the center and the distal, and the meaning digests as if it had
a stomach and intestines. At the end, there is a supplement, a Collective Appendix, which cross-pollinates weedy practices with artists Catherine Grau, Ellie Irons, Christopher Kennedy and Jill Sigman who share briefly how they approached being facilitators of the Collective Weed Improvisation
Jams that happened at the Urban Weeds Garden starting in the fall of 2016. Their work served as
sprouts for my weedy thinking.
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Weedy Artist Studio

Artemisia speaks
hello humans
I need something from you, to be rooted with your feet in the ground.

Getting There
It’s 7:30 am. I’m walking down Classon Avenue - past people, coffee shops, delis – sign: “REFUGEES are welcome here” - churches – houses – cars – truck with sign “WE RECYCLE AMERICA”- bicyclists, joggers, mothers with strollers and dogs. I cross the Fulton Street and open the
door of the “Classon Grocery” - my favorite deli – I hear Arabic– don’t need to say much – they
know me - one egg on a roll plus a weak, self-service coffee – costs me $3.50 –that is fucking
cheap for 2017 - smiles. They were closed in February for a few hours “Dear Neighbor, we are
closing our business on Thursday 2-2-2017 from 12:00 pm to 8:00 pm in support of our families,
friends and loved ones who are stranded at US airports and overseas. Our Yemeni community will be
rallying in protest on Thursday 2-2-2017 from 4:30 pm to 7:00 pm. Please join us at: Brooklyn Borough
Hall
I carry my breakfast. I pass – trees with weeds and trash – the Bethel Church of the Nazarene
with their Alcoholics Anonymous sign – tree with Artemisia and white plastic fork – FLAT FIX – a
man puts a tire on a car – air pumps. I cross Atlantic Avenue – billboard: “NATURE DOES NOT
NEED PEOPLE. PEOPLE NEED NATURE” (a film advertisement) – a gas station with Mart Snack
Store. I pass – look into an empty lot – pass a silver gate – no plants this year in front of it – last
year at this time it was lined with weeds (did Round Up kill them?) - look into a second empty
lot – turn on Pacific Street – pass a streetlight with Artemisia, Cirsium vulgare (Spear Thistle) and
Capsella bursa-pastoris (Shepherd’s Purse) and cardboard floating around the weeds. I unlock
gate – pull the gate – step inside– I have arrived at my studio, the spontaneous Urban Weeds
Garden. It is April 17, 2017.
I look. I listen. I walk around the weed islands amid the asphalt. I arrive at the small concrete patio
at the end of 75 feet - open the studio’s roll up corrugated gate - face a home-made sliding door
(made from 3 old doors combined – very weedy) – sliding – put my computer bag down – turn
around – walk outside - bend down towards the concrete surface - sit - eat my sandwich - drink
the coffee – listen – take time to notice – I ‘m rooted. I stopped to be in locomotion. Solitude.
It is 8am.
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Dear Reader,
You may ask yourself “Why urban spontaneous plants, why Artemisia in my choreographic artistic
practice?” Think of it this way: artist Bruce Nauman once said: “If I was an artist and I was in the studio,
then whatever I was doing must be art.”13 My version is: “If I was an artist and I was in the studio, then
whatever exists in the studio must be art.” Artemisia and her weedy plant neighbors and I are all cohabiting in the same studio located at 1067 Pacific Street in Brooklyn, New York City. We have spent 4 years
sharing this location. If you create a map of the space it has a 600 square foot garage at the very rear of
it and a 1900 square foot lot facing the street. It was a former auto repair shop. Looking at an old google earth image from 2012, eight cars were in this outdoor lot. I called this work space1067 PacificPeople
– In adding “People” to its name, I endorsed the principle that once you enter the gate you are automatically a part of 1067 PacificPeople.
So what did exist at 1067 PacificPeople when I moved in? - January 2013 – wintertime – cold, windy,
dusty - a midline split the lot - half was paved with cracked asphalt, the other half was “dead” soil – it
looked abandoned, like an urban prairie - a lot of small particles of plastic, glass, and shards of car parts
littered the soil surface. As it got warmer – I stayed longer at the studio and my face, hands, and nostrils
were always black at the end of the day – coughing from the soil swirling around – enjoying the sun
outdoors, I found I often had to run to escape inside the studio when a truck car engine’s emission would
hit my lungs. At the same time, small plants sprung up along the lot’s periphery and found niches in
the pavement cracks. As the temperature rose, the green-silver foliage became bigger. I took a leaf and
rubbed it in my fingers – a sweet smell with a tiny spoke-like dab of energy touched my nostril hair - a
sense of pleasure and curiosity in this unexpected existence. This urban ruderal landscape was unfamiliar
to me. How do I approach this urban landscape with my philosophy “reinvest in what already exists”. If
I would leave it alone, what would happen? How could I approach this as an experimental choreographer, dancer and improviser? The first thing was simple: I wanted to breathe better so I thought if I would
clean the soil I could stay longer around this rough ruderal landscape. I embarked on an effort to sift the
soil – culling out the plastic, glass and metal. And each time I thought my job was done, new items would
quickly appear. It was as if the soil was continually churning up new pieces of detritus. I was not alone
doing physical labor. Outside my studio gate and down the block, a few auto-body shops and car wash
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businesses – informal and formal—were still operating. I made friends with the mechanics and even
adopted their outfit to protect my skin from dust and dirt – if you visit, you will often see me wearing a
grey “Rosie the Riveter” coverall. The mechanics are like me. They were not born in the United States. I’m
from Switzerland and many of the car repairmen are West Indian or African. And here on Pacific Street,
we were all surrounded – in the cracks in the sidewalk and by the niches of dirt around fences and gates
– by self-maintained weedy plants.
Hot Days came and I left for a month for an artistic project in the desert of the American Southwest.
Back from the trip, I opened the lot gate and felt a powerful energy-like wind over my body. I was
overwhelmed. It seemed to fill the “vacant space.” This was, I realized, a novel ecosystem, as it has been
defined by writer Emma Marris: “A novel ecosystem is one that have been heavily influenced by humans
but is not under human management.”14 What should I do with this power? – take it away? - should I
manicure this space and create an outdoor yoga studio or a community garden? Or should I leave these
plants alone and see how to deal with them? I chose to work with them. & I invited them (or they invited
me) into my/their artistic practice.
These spontaneous plants grow without being planted. They seem adapted to the soil that was filled with
car items, oil and debris - suited to the tough ground of a heavily altered anthropoid landscape, where it
seems no problem for them to thrive – they seem to have a strong taproot and are tolerant of trampling.
It seemed that the seeds have a great longevity and germinate after a long periods of burial and as Peter
Del Tredici in his Wild Urban Plants Field noted “They can tolerate problematic soils characterized by
any or all of the following: low levels of organic matter, high levels of chemical contamination, relatively
high pH, and high level of compaction.”15
What are ways to come closer to this ruderal landscape. Could identifying the plants let me come closer
to them. So my initial question was: How many spontaneous plants are at 1067 PacificPeople? In the fall
of 2013, I landscaped the lot. I unearthed plants and only left a select few from each plant species. – In
the end I counted 5 plant species. I let them be and did not do any further landscaping and the following
year I noticed different species sprouting from the soil. I decided not to landscape anymore, to see what
would happen if I left the vegetation undisturbed.
So, instead of interfering by landscaping, my actions became smaller – an attempt I call “airing out” – to
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make space for smaller plants. I let the plants decide for themselves where they would grow, out of their
own movement desires and patterns. I joined with them in my daily practice: - I look. I see. I notice. I listen.
I’m attentive. I dance. I move with the weeds. I reflect. Over time more plant species joined the habitat—
together with birds, ants, bees, two feral cats, a rat, mice, butterflies, spiders, ladybugs, earthworms, aphids,
and microorganisms such as fungi, bacteria nesting in the soil. I noticed that the soil was different colors
and had different odors. My journey with “weeds” started.
In weedy solidarity,
andrea

10 hours 67 minutes
Silver green foliage between my feet. I walk the periphery of the former auto yard, carrying a backpack and a car tire. I dance the debris. I stamp the oil into the soil. I dance labor. I walk labor. I break
the peripheral circle with a diagonal walk. I dance the border of the yard and the sidewalk. I dance
towards the car repairmen on the street. They labor on the sidewalk. We are the labor of economy.
I walk towards the center edge of rusted corrugated gate. Opposite it the grey brick wall. I rest. My
heavy body sinks down to the ground. My slightly tilted back gets support from the steel. To my left,
yellow, a dandelion plant sharing the spot with a silver green plume of Artemisia, creating a border
along the gate. As the sun circles overhead for 10 hours and 67 minutes, at this moment of memory in April 2013 the plants and I shared the shadow of coolness. Was that the beginning of me
sensitizing together with the unfamiliar ruderal landscape?
Facebook post: Eva
Happy Beltane to my lovelies! May you
have joy and pleasure. WORK for justice
and peace. Stay LOYAL to your values
and to our beautiful, generous,
vulnerable Earth. Persist and prevail!
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What is an Urban Weeds Garden?
Artemisia speaks
Good morning. Have you seen that my leaves got really yellow-looking overnight? My cells get
green because I store Chlorophyll. I need to absorb energy from light. This allows me to give oxygen
out into the air so you can breathe. Do you see how I also shrink- this is stressful. Look under my
leaves – the silver undercoat of my leaves is covered with aphids- they love me so much they suck
on me. Ants hosted them and invited them by crawling over me. Lady bugs – who could help me
– are not ready to enter my house –They still have a journey to go on until it is May. Are you doing
some gardening today?
Dear Garden Friend,
You may ask yourself why to call 1067 PacificPeople’s spontaneous urban plant lot an Urban Weeds
Garden? It is a place of listening. It is closed in by a grey concrete wall and a corrugated rusty gate. It is
an enclosed space like a garden. When I looked up garden in Wikipedia it says
A garden is a planned space, usually outdoors, set aside for the display, cultivation, and enjoyment of plants and other forms of nature16
So, as it says it is a “planned” space, let’s look at 1067 PacificPeople which was a former auto repair
shop – a space that was altered for its business- the plants are ok with that place- they can handle it –
they even thrive with this industrial car items packed soil.
In Aesop’s Anthropology, John Hartigan Jr. revamps and reconsiders what the act and objects of gardening entail and asserts that
“from gardening to cultivation, we begin to hone in on what might be the core features of culture that we can use to identify across species.”17
Towards cultivation - a garden is maintained with the help of humans, the humans make choices about
how it has to look and what direction the garden should take and, of course, what the purpose of the
garden is – so if that is cultivation then mine is this:
I start with meditation to listen and let myself be guided by the environment the “spontaneous urban
plants territory” – the movement pattern I observe offers the opportunity to form and organize the
environment in a way that my interference is small but hopefully in the sense to give many life-forms an
opportunity to drive knowing. So that is the beginning of the Garden. Artemisia is strong with its rhizome
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root system and can intrude and take a lot of space, so in order to allow other plants that are here that
grow less fast to have a choice to blossom as well, I “air out” the plants, thinning the heavy growth of
Artemisia. I choose to leave it a spontaneous urban plant garden, but by making the choice to allow
diversity, by “airing out” some of the Artemisia, does that make it a garden?- let’s call it is a weedy garden
in which the urban plants have agency—we are talking about strong plants, often considered undesirable.
I’m sensing their energy daily. I’m waiting and listening. The plants’ own intelligence instructs me by their
behavior to understand its pattern in relationship to its neighboring plants and other species form what
action has to be. Their entanglement with the environment becomes my entanglement. I communicate
with sensing, feeling with these life-forms – they guide me then I act. I believe that plants have consciousness but as well recognize their consciousness is different than mine. But mostly I let others help with
gardening such as the ladybugs. When the leaves of Artemisia really get yellow I know aphids are taking
the energy out of them. The plants said something: “what you waiting for?” I took my neighbor ‘s water
hose and washed the plants down. With this water pressure, the aphids fall to the ground. The next day
the plant looked a little better, but not for too long. So after 4 days – May arrived. I suddenly noticed
20 ladybugs on one leaf and learned they eat the aphids. After that my job of gardening was done and
ladybugs became the gardeners. So yes, I’m not the only gardener- the species the plants and insects can
make their own decision how the “garden” of their environment should look for their “purpose” would
that mean we step into a way to renew culture and society? If we recognize the act of gardening is
cultivation, and cultivation is culture and culture is the basis for social systems? And nonhumans have their
own communications to “cultivate” then we may have a new situation of garden and that is an Urban
Weeds Garden, where everyone has agency not grounded on competition but in listening.
How is your gardening going?
xo, andrea
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What if my cellular body is the act of weedy gardening choice making?
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Artemisia has a question for you
Artemisia speaks
Listen, I would like to take this opportunity to tell you that I’m tired of being put into the background of everyday life. I’m not a green-screen for an action movie. I come in different patches of
green and shape forms. Spring arrives, I arrive. You may think you didn’t see me in wintertime when
my brown branches were swinging in the air and I was dealing with new changes that occurred. But
I was here under the earth, working, spreading my roots into the horizontal dimension to get ready
to spring into vertical uprightness as the sunlight warmed the soil. It is spring now. You can spot
me at the spontaneous urban weeds garden at 1067 PacificPeople - along the corrugated fence –
gripping tight – and under the corrugated metal. I spread my roots under the pavement of the lot
next door. Or spot me by me creating a border in the midline of the lot – and what if this curving
barrier between concrete and soil”is the only measure by which you know where you are”18 – Here I
remain doggedly aware of the curved path and getting what I need – you will find me in the middle
of small weedy islands. My appearance there is lower to the ground – squat down and look close: I
hide behind Artemisia annua on the grey wall opposite the corrugated gate. See, I’m here. I’m not
going anywhere. So get used to it! And if you have a question just ask me!

Silver Green Foliage
As you protest in the streets, remember this: it is believed that if you place sprigs of the silvery-green foliage of Artemisia in your shoes you will get strength to go on long marches.19

Facebook post: Gaia
and this…we shall destroy this incredible planet that never
“belonged” to us in the first place. We are guests who have
raped and stolen from the one whogave us life.
#Army Approves Construction of Dakota Access Pipeline
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My dear Gaia,
It’s been a long time. It is already 2017 and a lot of things have changed since the last time I got a letter
from you 400 years ago. I’m not really upset and I don’t demand anything from you, so no bad feelings if
we take a long time to write to each other again.
I thought of you when I heard something the Belgian philosopher Isabelle Stengers, who is noted for her
work in philosophy and science, shared. She gave the following news “Gaia is ticklish and that is why she
must be named as a being. We are no longer dealing (only) with a wild and threatening nature, nor with
a fragile nature to be protected, nor a nature to be mercilessly exploited. This case is new. Gaia, she who
intrudes, asks nothing of us, not even a response to the question she imposes.”20 I’m truly happy to hear
you don’t give a shit about humans’ attitude and actions and just keep going. I feel the same way. I’m
also glad to know you publicly embraced your name is “1000 names of Gaia”21 so as not to freeze Gaia
as a problem by keeping one name, one vision, one viewpoint. Plural Gaia. Wonderful.
Talking about names, do your remember 400 years ago I wrote you a letter and asked if you knew why
Carl Linnaeus, the so-called “father of taxonomy,” gave me a name and grouped me into classification
with other species that seem to have the same characteristic I have. Like Artemisia annua and the other
artemisias. I remember you told me that humans love to put life in “order” and it is true – whatever they
do, they love to group things. Medicines in the pharmacies. Music in the record stores. Books. Groceries,
art. Yes everything: they put things together that seem similar. We, of course, don’t do things that way. I
also asked you why Linnaeus gave me such a short name since before his time many plants had longer
names (tomatoes were called ‘Solanum caule inermi herbaceo, foliis pinnatis incises’, meaning ‘solanum
with the smooth stem which is herbaceous and has incised pinnate leaves’. Under Linnaeus’ method, the
tomato’s name became Solanum lycopersicum. Easier. You told me it gives them an understanding how
life evolved. I can actually see why they put me together with Artemisia annua, as we both really do have
a shared characteristic in our perfume. Some would say I qualify as a more masculine scent, some say
as a woman’s scent and others say please don’t put gender onto a plant’s essence. What do you think
about my scent? And Coco Chanel once said, “A woman who doesn’t wear perfume has no future.” Maybe anyone who considers themselves a woman could visit me and rub the leaves on their skin so they
have a future. What do you think? Gender again, for sure. Ok back to naming. I remember you wrote to
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me that I might be called Artemisia because of the Artemis, the Greek goddess of the hunt, wild animals,
wilderness, childbirth, and protector for young girls. Or maybe it was for Artemisia II, Queen of Caria, sister
and wife of King Mausolus and sole ruler for three years after her husband died. Artemisia II was known
as a botanist and medical researcher and also knew how to cope with grief and loss, as she drank her
brothers ashes after his death. And if Linnaeus would have been alive more recently, perhaps he would
have taken the name to honor Artemisia Gentileschi, the most important female painter during the Baroque times, who was raped when she was 19 and had her rapist prosecuted. A tough woman! My friend
Gaia should I then as well allow 1000 names of Artemisia as you request for yourself and would that
allow me to understand that a name does not tell anything about what is true. but as you said to Isabelle
Stengers “the power to make us feel and think in the mode that the name calls for’. Oh my dear Gaia I
cannot tell you enough how I think it is really time you spoke up in public. I understand that in persisting
with your demand to have 1000 names and not one global name, you are telling us “Naming Gaia is
naming a question, but emphatically not defining the terms of the answer”22 and then later you were
saying the voices of many people will be needed to compose Gaia. You know, Gaia, What will it need that
the people in the cities could compose many versions of me and not just call me a “weed”, which makes
me undesirable and like a criminal. I persist and will wait and hope to hear from you.
Yours,
Artemisia
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Artemisia Persists, Intrudes and Hunts
Artemisia took the opportunity to germinate in the soil of 1067 PacificPeople.
I took the opportunity to lie down on the pavement and have my head under Artemisia’s leaves
Artemisia is considered to be an invasive weed species “invasive species means a species that is
non native to a particular ecosystem”23
I allow myself to be in corpse position, my arms on my side touching the sides of my body
Artemisia is a prohibited plant. New York State regulations state that “no person shall sell, import,
purchase, transport, introduce or propagate prohibited invasive species.”24 This means I am illegally growing Artemisia. When Artemisia sprouts and goes to seed, I am a weed dealer.
I hold my breath when the wind carries air that is not suited to my body in the moment.
I notice thoughts entered my body before I wanted them to enter
Artemisia was an immigrant and is now naturalized but considered invasive
I don’t make myself believe I’m dead. I am a corpse body with my head under Artemisia leaves
Artemisia does not have andrea’s legal status – which is to be a Green Card holder. A green card
is not green. Artemisia is green, except when it is brown.
I don’t notice the color but the vibrations.
Artemisia has no passport, no visa, no ID. If it were a person, it would be stopped by JFK border
patrol.
My skin feels the pavement’s roughness. It intrudes on my skin, traveling into my bones.
Artemisia has a rhizome system to get nutrients and connect with neighboring plants and species
I engage in the practice of noticing
Artemisia gets pulled out. Artemisia can intrude through any crack of open soil.
My nostrils itch from the scent. I let it grow to a movement without looking for it.
Each Artemisia produces more than 1,000 seeds (a thousand names of Artemisia right there)
I accept. I get restless.
Artemisia hunts for different thinking and feeling that gives her agency.
I hunt for the next gesture.
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Weed or Plant – Unkraut oder Pflanze
Artemisia speaks to Humulus japonicus (Japanese hops)
How are you Humulus japonicus? Is it soon time that you spread horizontally and vertically and
climb over me and my neighbors and up the corrugated gate. I know: you will sprout, then wait
patiently till the end of summer, and then stretch your arms forty or fifty feet. I have no problem
with it. I can tolerate you and if you give me shade I will just give a little more attention to my roots’
growth than to my stem and leaves above the soil.
Humulus japonicus speaks to humans
don’t touch me. i will burn you. i spread over large areas quickly, climbing up and over everything,
twirling around the other plants, you think I choked them so i can live. you watched me every day.
one day you decided you needed to act because it seemed i would take over the whole lot. as you
slowly unwound me, i became a string 30 feet long. you did not like that i gave you red marks that
looked like burns. you had no intention to fully pull me out but just as you called it “air the areasgive some breath” (wait…wait… OK). And don’t forget: you people imported me in the 1800s
from Asia for use as an ornamental vine.25
Dear Reader,
The marks from the Japanese hops burned on my skin for more than 24 hours. Are the red marks
indications Japanese hops had to tell me something? I’m telling you, Japanese hops moves quick, spirals,
grips on plant life-forms, climbs up the fence and I believe if I would stand still for a day near Japanese
hops it will touch me and go around my arm and up my wrist. I was reading the other day Japanese hops
was originally important to the U.S. in the late 1800s for use as Asian tonic and ornamental vine. So the
plant was used for its attractive appearance and medical healing and now over time has shifted into
be a “weed” - a plant that is unwelcome for its spreading ability – for its ability to adapt to landscapes
altered by humans. Once we give a plant a name such as “weed” it seem to lose all its dynamic strength
and with that I was wondering if we all have different associations with the word “weed”. Weed in my
origin German language is Unkraut. I feel, sense and have a total different relationship with word Unkraut
than with the word weed. Plant, which is Pflanze in German even gives me very different associations of
meaning, sensations and memories.
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My dear reader I made a word graphic drawing about it – see image below, if you have time would love
to see yours. You can send me yours via email to 1067pacificpeople@gmail.com
Looking forward to start a weedy discussion,
andrea

Pflanze(n)
Meadow
child skipping
flower picking
wild
blow dandelion seeds
count the flowers:
love me, love me not
butterfly
summer

Plant(s)
Indoor s - Houseplant
Par ks
Meatball shape plants
sumpermarket plants
Ikea
Plastic Plants
Big Leaves
Botanic Garden

Unkraut(er)
mother ask for help
weeding
garden
ants
snails
hard work
swollen hands
eathworm
heat
home

Weed(s)
hanging out
dreadlooks hair
loud
sunny
uncomfortable
talk with each other
garbage
illegal
hot
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Language Word Assumptions
There’s one more word I think of when I think of these plants: Herbs. Wikipedia describes them this
way:
Herbaceous plants (in botanical use frequently simply herbs) are plants that have no persistent woody stem above ground. Herbaceous plants may be annuals, biennials or perennials. Annual herbaceous plants die completely at the end of the growing season or when
they have flowered and fruited, and they then grow again from seed.
Herbaceous in German is Kraeuter (Herbs) – and when I hear that word I associate it with Healing, Magic, Power, Nutrition, Taste, Monks, Peace, Science, Herbarium, Tea, Medicines and Pharmacy
Stores in Switzerland.
When my artist friend Beau Baco first came to the Urban Weeds Garden, she could not connect at
all with Artemisia. She considered it a “weed.” But then she realized that she had a connection with
the plant from her childhood in the Philippines and her perspective changed. Her mom told her
that her grandmother planted Artemisia for the medicinal purposes and made tea out of Artemisia’s leaves so Beau’s mother could be more comfortable after pregnancy. Her Mom told her that, in
the Philippines everyday language they called Artemisia vulgaris Damong maria. Beau realized that
‘maria’ is not a word that exists in Tagalog, her native language. It occurred to her that the word
Damong maria was introduced by the Spanish Colonizers, who brought Catholicism to the Philippines. Thus, the local name was brought by the colonizers. So imposed “culture” is in the DNA of
the common plants’ “name”.
As John Hartigan, Jr. points out
“The central premise here is that cultural anthropology should principally be concerned
with understanding culture, not just the “man” or Anthro, which has stood at the center of
efforts to define this concept. We’ve drawn a too limited domain of the social by focusing
on humans principally, then regarding on human forms as rudimentary or primitive. We
have to flip this to think the social without privileging the exceptional case of humans, to
arrive at an understanding of cultural dynamics that currently is not part of our thinking
about sociality
and suggests
to think anew about nonhumans, where it’s not so much a question of getting beyond the
human as it is pondering what lies between us and them26
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What if my artistic practice of choreography and movement could be an invitation to take on unthinking cultural assumptions between us and them and start a new human-plant connection where
humans and plants have agency and both create and nurture “culture”. What if they become the
agency for generating both hypothetical and actual questions and my body movement improvisations clarify them to find out what the plants have to say. And with that we enter Post-Anthropocene (Anthropocene as defined in Wikipedia is a proposed epoch dating from the commencement of
significant human impact on the Earth’s geology and ecosystems)27 with the approach of multispecies
coexistence to think new directions of sociality– such as spontaneous urban plants change their
genetic properties so they can adapt to the altered landscapes and opportunity to meet anew the
coexistence with nonhumans is an invitation to change our genetically engraved social assumptions
and traumas.
my body, the weeds28
my body is resilient
my body acts in spontaneity
my body takes place between different senses
my body looks for sensorial opportunities
my body commits to flexibility
my body fills transitory gaps
my body enjoys symbiotic relations
my body changes intentions
my body is loud
my body finds energy in the environment
my body is a soft border
my body finds pleasure in cracks
my body is defined by gradual modulations of invisibility
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Artemisia is a crack and becomes an island.
My fingers twitch, spreading into a stretch to the side
Artemisia is an edge and becomes a field.
My limbs spend time. I see sky, plant and pavement simultaneously.
Near and far. They are my partners.

The Weedy Body
Artemisia speaks
It is sensational to be smelly - be hazy -- be tasty - be dreamy - be blurry – be green – be silver –
be juicy – be fragile – be resilient – be vulnerable – be loud – be unnoticed –be overwhelming –be
everywhere - To affect - be affected - To have no self-expression- To need light – water - touch –
wind – rain - microorganisms – It is sensational - To be fluid – changeable – unpredictable - invasive
– persistent – resilient – sharp. It is sensational to be a rhizome. It is sensational that you make me a
stranger in the street -> an immigrant -> an alien -> a healer -> a smuggler -> with no passport
My dear Spectators,
Wow, it is sensational not to focus on seeing
(performer’s long hair covers the face and a weedy island is on the side of the performer)
kudos (pause) to all my friends here
weedy plants from the cracks of this concrete jungle city
first time on stage
this show. our show. your show.
Wow let me touch taste smell
(performer touches, smells and taste plants)
incredible.
they have something to tell.
hi sweet humans from the mainland (middle finger points towards the spectator’s seating space)
i also need something from you
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last night i dreamed my passport gradually faded.
i dreamed we all walked in the streets screaming.
what democracy looks like. This is what democracy looks like.
we were
face to face.
i dreamed my body’s surface dissolved into a black hole.
i was dreaming my passport crumbled into ashes
nothing can be changed (pause) until it is faced.
wau uh ah this is like baby dog hair
(performers touches a plant)
i get chills.
my baby dog plant has something to tell
it asks me (pause) to ask you (pause) for help
it needs a SOFT wall
this is real.
can the front row stand up and walk over the grey ocean (hand gestures to support speech)
line up behind us and sit down
thanks for the soft wall
holy shit
i’m sharing this
this is insane
baby dog hair is black nightshade
a poison (pause) a poisonous plant
oh ah (performer eats pepperweed plants fruits)
bitter harsh stubborn
it is sensational
get up stand up
build together a mountain
are you living on a vagina border (give spectators time-let them think)
when yes - you are in
virgina pepperweed tells me it needs a group
get up stand up build a mountain (hand gestures point where the mountain can be built on stage)
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thanks for creating a new continent
holy shit artemisia annua is fucking strong
(performer smells the tallest plant in the weedy island)
it helps me to faint (performer and weedy island crawl towards the mountain and climb the mountain-rest)
you are all super sweet
thanks for letting us onto your island
it is sensational
we have 3 minutes left
don’t be shy – come closer to us
touch smell and taste us
we have something to say (the island is on top of performers torso – the body’s breath moves the island
up and down – the plants waving)
we have to say good bye.
a lot has happened between us.
Thanks for listening,
Yours Artemisia
Demand of Provocation
The experience of humans and nonhumans onstage lasted 23 minutes—the Letter you just read is
a transcription of a speech from the live performance. It is only one actualization of the text spoken
– between each new choreographic speech, the performer and the plants danced the sensations of
the plants’ sensorial experiences. So we, the plants and me in coexistence, expressed a “demand”
to the spectators – the plants and I need something. Could this “demand” be a provocation of “
the art of paying attention” to life-forms that are in “cracks”, unvalued, maybe invisible plants and/
or people. By inviting them to come onto stage, by inviting the audience to touch us – do we help
them in their resistance to the temptation to separate themselves from the nonhuman performers
and the performer. Not only looking at. But doing.
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The sensitive body,
the sensual body,
the sexual body,
the breathing body,
the moving body,
the thinking body
to enter the weedy body.

Facebook post: Gloria
To call the dropping of the biggest bomb
in the world on Afghanistan “the mother
of all bombs” is horrific. What mother
would drop such a bomb?
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Human – Plant relations “is a site for inquiry”
Artemisia speaks
Dear Michael,
Thanks for the blog entry and for spreading out as I do with my roots horizontal in the space of
the Internet. Your friend Luce Irigaray, as you say in your blog, writes: “all my work develops as a
plant grows.”29 I’m glad she and other writers take plants into account and that we are inspiring.
Yet, here in New York it’s getting really hard. I have to tell you, I, Artemisia vulgaris (you can call me
Artemisia), am having a tough time. Sometimes the people here give me no time to fully grow they chop my head off in the hope I will not be able to spread. When I get older the dance starts
and my branches are heavy and tall. This quiet windy day in New York, I become like Steve Paxton’s
small dance.30
Yours, Artemisia
Dear Deborah Hay,
I hope the day will come soon that I can participate in one of your workshops. I enjoy all your writings
about your choreographic and dance process. Your words are so important for my own thinking:
paralleling the decentralization of my three-dimensional body into a cellular one whenever I
dance I had unintentionally replaced the need to master a way of moving with a body that was
now a site for inquiry31
You set propositions in the form of “What if” questions to inspire and engage your cellular body and
notice how it unfolds. My cellular body also seeks questions but the proposition of questions are formed
through the human - plant relation. It is a shared body. It is my cellular body and it is the plant cellular
body. This human cellular body and plant cellular body is a site for inquiry. It is in flux. It is a breathing
sharing body. It does not need dichotomies between mind and body, animal and human, plant, and
human, primitive and civilized. This act of asking questions is constructed by affective encounters with
plant-life forms by setting up diverse sensorial corporal gestural and movement situations. Seeking sharing
through corporal experiences. I would love to hear your thoughts on a shared body “is a site for inquiry”.
Hope to meet you soon in person. Warmly,
				
andrea
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Practice
My daily practice varies but starts with meandering in the Urban Weeds Garden, staying present
and being clear about each moment, where I am and where the plants are, where my attention is
and where the plants’ attention is and knowing my intent because the plants’ attention can shift at
any moment. Accidental spontaneous discoveries. The improvisational qualities of “weed-existence”
in the visual field of the ever-changing landscape and in that each plant has its own existence and
presence and how they met each other. It is the immaterial part of our affective encounters and
comes close to the sensibility of philosophers Michael Marder and Luce Irigaray who propose that
plant-life has a “Soul” –Irigaray, in her first letter to Marder, says
“ …such a coexistence with vegetal being- I could almost say: this vegetal existence - keeps
me alive and secretly goes with my words”32
and later, in the chapter “Sharing Universal Breathing,” she writes
“ However, I was no longer a fetus. I no longer received oxygen with the maternal blood
though the umbilical cord and the mediation of a placenta. I was already born and had to
breathe by myself. It was the vegetal world that ensured mothering care with the environment it arranged around me”33
Botanist Craig Holdrege’s way of coming closer to plant-life is through active “data drawing,” observation grounded in Goethian Plant-Observation34 . This involves heightened methodological awareness and sensitivity to the way we engage in the phenomenal world. I don’t situate myself either in
Marder & Irigaray’s meditative style or and or Holdrege’s scientific approach to find connection to
plant-life. My medium of inquiry is my body: movement, touch, and sensorial participation - sensing,
feeling and action. A white butterfly passes my eye and lands on a leaf by folding its wings together,
my start for today. I follow butterfly pathways in the ruderal landscape’s lush green patches and I
rest when the butterfly comes to stillness. My daily meandering of being attentive to human-plant
relations has started.
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I have a long nose. I see with the nose.
An airplane is loud overhead. I smell the traces.
I hear the horn of a ship.
As a child you rocked yourself to sleep.
My hand movement follows plant movement.
I hear the plant movements in the wind.
Always a place to start
What happens if you don’t have a place to start?
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Urban Weeds Movement Herbarium
Artemisia speaks
Yes they do love me but they stop me from growing when they collect, press, cut, glue, cover, identify, label, mount, arrange, examine, preserve, flatten, disinfect, archive and put me away and if they
have to do that at least they could as well have my neighbors part of it. Last summer on the right
hand side of the Urban Weeds Garden, a little away from the Algeratina altissima’s (white snakeroot) plants who are in the front corner, We Three Musketeers – myself, Ambrosia artemisiifolia L.
(ragweed), and Symphyotrichum pilosum (white heath aster) – covered every inch of the soil. We
touched each other. Our leaves overlapped. White heath aster flowers are exactly the height of
ragweed and me. We are not in solitary confinement. The butterflies and bees love it, they move
from ragweed to white heath aster and to me. We share our time in the summer heat. We are one
community in this moment of vibration.
Friend Emily,
Two days ago, when I did this live-transmission drawing of a group of plants, I had no gender feeling. Today
is different: I identify as a woman. You asked me if it is true that the world debates whether you are a
feminist poet. Yes it is the true. How beautiful your last letter! The flower pressed between sheets of paper.
Did you wander around barefoot, to pick the flower? You told me many white women pick flowers for their
herbariums. Honestly, is it really comfortable to be dressed in so many layers of clothes--drawers, underdress, corset and long dress. Me, I protect my skin with a gray coverall. I lie on the ground with my head
on the snow to transmit the plants’ motions. This is my herbarium. What a frustrating time I had. I wasn’t
able to identify one plant. And anyway, I chose this group of plants because I wanted to avoid Artemisia
vulgaris. No f**king luck! Hidden behind the unidentified plant was Artemisia vulgaris vibrating in full
regalia. By the way, I love to hear your whispered words accompanying the question the plants gave me:
What if my body’s cell structure moved through identified and unidentified movement gestures? I know in
your lifetime you and your 1900 poems were invisible to most people. Today the name Emily Dickinson is
a household name across America.
Waiting for your coming words. Dear friend Emily,
						andrea
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What is an Urban Weeds Movement Herbarium?
Movement in this context is not movement in the meaning of people working together to advance
their political, social or artistic ideas. Movement in the context of Urban Weeds Movement Herbarium is an act of change. Change in the plant-bodies made visible through movement. Movement
reveals the essential physical characteristic. Movement is about stability and mobility. It is motion. It
is an action. It is a gesture. It is non-verbal. It acts. It changes – it moves – sensing, feeling, acting – it
is an utterance. Changes in movement qualities indicate that the mind has shifted focus. Qualities
of any movement are a manifestation of how mind is expressing through the body at that moment.
Movement is with us and lets us know we are alive. A plant has movement. It makes traces in space.
It is affected by the wind, water and touch of other plants, insects and then there is movement of
the plants metamorphosis35
Herbarium in Wikipedia: A herbarium is a collection of preserved plant specimens and associated
data used for scientific study.36 So a Herbarium has given up its balance – it has died. It is dried out.
The water in the plant’s life got pressed out. I love to look at plant specimens - so carefully arranged. I can empathize with Jean- Jacques Rousseau
“All my botanical walks, the varied impressions made on me by the places where I have
seen striking things. The ideas they have stirred in me, and the incidents connected to them
have all left me with the impressions, which are renewed by the sight of the plants I collected in those very places…[A]ll I have to do is open my Herbarium and it quickly transports
me there.37
Each sheet has a label with data indicating the place found, a description of the plant and special
habitat conditions, the collectors’ name and the Herbarium stamp of its origin and a stamp where
the Herbarium is stored and a barcode that lets the Herbarium move into the 21th century. To
preserve the sheet it is placed in a protective storage case.
The Movement Herbarium is preserved in my body’s memory, it is transmitted through live-performances, it finds its new form in drawing gestures through live-movement transmission, it finds
its place by passing on in the form of storytelling in the language choreography – a choreography
supported by speaking, which wonderfully I witnessed at the online documentation of choreogra-
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pher Mette Ingvarsten’s work Speculations
“The spectator is not directly participating in the performance but is nevertheless playing
an active role in the encounter….ideas around artificial nature, catastrophic constructions
and the autonomy of objects are being processed through talking, gesturing and moving.38
The problem is the plant that can still be reproduced – and can that reproduction be considered
the real plant and/or could we as well consider dried plant specimens as real since there is the
possibility to take their DNA, though it is possible their DNA sequence changed during preservation. Is the DNA sequence enough to be that plants’ existence for the purpose of research and
conservation. In The Kathryn Kalmback Herbarium Plant Collection Protocol it warns us that
Aside from the listed and tracked plants, do not collect a plant unless it is part of a larger
and viable population. A good rule of thumb is 1 in 20, which will also depend on the physiology of the plant. There are not limits on the number of weeds (non-native plants) that
may be collected, especially noxious weeds, provided that doing so will not harm the larger
landscape. Many weeds take advantage of disturbed ground and can quickly colonize a new
area, so fill in the holes and divots you create during the collection process.39
Reading this, I may need to consider in the future to collect the urban weedy ecosystem at the
1067 PacificPeople fieldwork yard, because that may be necessary to prove to the policy makers
the “value” of an ecosystem is willing to adapt to the circumstances of disturbance and therefore
we have to find new methods of creating Herbariums that give us insight into how plants interact
and change in their environment, as a multispecies approach to find other ways of knowing
Back in the 1960s, a federal report declared that “a national park should represent a
vignette of primitive America.” The word “natural” shows up in the Park Service’s guiding
documents more than 500 times. But, Gregor said, that has to change. Increasingly, the term
“natural” just doesn’t apply. “Our definition of what is natural is the condition of the landscape in absence of human domination over it. That’s the language,” he said. “But climate
change is literally human domination that touches every acre.40
This returns me to Mette Ingvarsten’s Speculations, a work in a sequence she called Artifical Nat-
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ural Series, in which she proposes the theater as a place where “nature’ can be experienced.41 Yet
nature on the stage is different than nature in situ. My challenge is to deal with the plant-life
that is here, and with species that will survive because they have the capacity to adapt – and to
bring those qualities to the stage, where they are foreign.
In light of this adaptive capacity, National Park Service staffer Gregor W. Schuurman has decided
that he can no longer call himself a conservation biologist. Instead he has taken the job title “adaptation ecologist.”
Entire topographies may disappear, or lose their fundamental texture, or grow entirely new
ones. And since we’re all headed into this unknown together, we’d be wise to take on a
more expansive view of what nature is supposed to look like, starting now…
In the world of professional adaptation, that means a lot of improvisation. “The tools we
use, the words we use, we’re basically inventing them as we need them,” Gregor said. One
example is scenario planning, originally a military tactic used to prepare for several possible
outcomes, even seemingly outlandish ones.42
Choreography is all about creating scenarios on stage. The Urban Weeds Movement Herbarium
provides the essence for the scenarios. The Urban Weeds Movement Herbarium intent is to reveal
characteristics unknown or kept hidden. An Urban Weeds Movement Herbarium is an “Affect”
Herbarium.
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Feelings
Artemisia speaks with Taraxacum officinale (common dandelion)
Took me a while to get to you. I was expanding my roots along the concrete wall, passing near the
Cirsium vugare (spear thistle), and there you were. Tell me, your yellow flower head and long stem
made a half circle as the sun completed its circle. did you see something? and your basal rosette
leaves are touching the soil. do you feel something there? Taraxacum’s response: I was wondering if
your roots smell your leaves’ scent?
My dear Reader,
As I write to you my pelvic floor sit-bones are touching the chair – a hard chair, my saliva is dry - time to
drink water soon, my ears hear the neighbors’ dog bark and I smell the leftover food from last night in the
air. In such a moment there is a combination of sensorial stimuli in play – I choose to focus on one stimulus over any other, the visual sense to be able to type the words you are reading now. I’m not alone in this
environment. Looking out the doors window I see the Dandelion yellow flower in Distance. Looking at it in
distance I feel a sensation. I’m home in the memory of blowing the parachute seeds into my sister’s
face. We are standing in a spontaneous non-urban meadow outside my parent’s house in Switzerland.We are all affected by sensorial stimulus patterns. Plant-life has varied sensorial stimuli patterns to
cope with the environment. I have mine. I made a choice, which one I put in foreground so I can handle
the “event”. Did you make a choice to activate your seeing so you can read my letter? What about your
ears? As I write this letter, an airplane- flies over my head. Though I don’t see it, I identify it from the sound.
A flake of concrete came down on the wall – my left ear caught it. We live in noise. We love to govern the
noise. We love to judge noise and make decisions which noises we value more. This thought always brings
me to John Cage’s 4’33. Just imagine: put yourself in front of John Cage’s score and the suggestions he
writes: “4’33” for any instrument or combination of instruments”43 the players never touch their instruments for the full 4’33” – the audience listens to the surrounding “noise” which is the piece. Enjoy the
music. For me to listen is to touch. Touch makes that I see. Touch lets me perceive the other. Movement
lets me hear. Movement lets me know. Noise is movement. I turn my head to the outside for a moment.
The head movement creates a sensory change. Movement effects sensation.
						xo andrea
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Being in touch
What if my body is hanging over Artemisia, Taraxacum Officinale and Spear Thistle as the sun
reflects on their leaves? What if my body attends to the place they inhabit at the grey wall near the
entrance to my studio. My body is a shaped boundary between the leaves and the sun. Are the
plants seeing me in that moment? What if I could see that connection? What if I move that connection? Do they know I am wearing a red coverall today? They do not know my gender preference.
They do see light.
Isabelle Stengers argues
“What we have been ordered to forget is not the capacity to pay attention, but the art of
paying attention. If there is an art, and not just a capacity, this is because it is a matter of
learning and cultivating, that is to say, making ourselves pay attention.”44
Today it is so hot my bent back feels burning from the infrared light entering my skin’s porous
surface. To the right of Artemisia is another native plant, Ageratina altissima (white snakeroot). The
leaves’ shape forms are hanging and curling in and looking as if they would start to burn. Do they
curl in to protect themselves from the sun. The sun is right above us. Snakeroot knows where the
sun comes from. Ageratina altissima cannot run away, migrate, find shelter and escape. It is cornered.
Ageratina altissima knows what’s going on - light, heat, moisture, movement, vibration – Ageratina
altissmia is constantly in touch with its surroundings, with its elements.
Philosopher Alva Noe expresses this well
Seeing is not representing the world in the head, it is achieving access to the world, contact
with the world, a relation with the world. Seeing is access and the way it shows up is present to me in my experience. It is not depicted. It is as available, it is as accessable, in reach,
and what is the foundation of accessibility and reach is bodily skill again. Understanding by
moving my eyes or my body, I can bring this environment nearer. I can move my mind, my
hand, my body through the environment. That is achieving access to the environment.45
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My body – plant movement experiences are a container for cultivating sensory perception.
My body – plant movement experiences are a container for embodied perception.
My body-plant movement experiences are a container of a way of knowing
What if my moving body is a sensorial transmitter?
What if the sensorial encounters are the social encounters?
What if the moving body is not a communicator but like an utterance of sensations?
How do you relate to the field of spontaneous urban weedy plants?
Do you want to be emerged in it or not?
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Do I Move You
Taraxacum officinale (common dandelion) speaks to you
You stand over me for a day – I impressed you, I know, when my stem went from vertical uprightness to the horizontal dimension, touching the soil, then back to verticality. You were staring at me.
You took a time-lapse video with your mobile phone to get a glimpse of my world. Let’s take the
fact I’m situated right on the border between pavement and the beginning of the soil. I’m right on
the edge. The soil is not very deep. Look close. Bend down. You will see that there are other plants
around me, mostly Stellaria media, (common chickweed). Stellaria media is low to the ground and
Artemisia spreads into its turf. Stellaria media is naturalized like me and we both are edible. We
both keep moving. As I told you, I’m on the edge here, close to the pavement. The soil is not deep,
but I don’t give up being in the world. You observed my stem -- one flower upright three inches off
the ground – in 4 hours the flowering head bloomed in a yellow floret–> it stayed in bloom for
two days, then it closed –> the stem filled with milky fluid and started to move back to the ground
–> flat, horizontal, every inch of it touching the soil –> the flower head stayed upright-> two days
later, the yellow flower was falling off -> over the next 4 days the stem slowly came back up with
some transversal tension until it was fully vertical and upright –> the stem was now 3 times taller
than before –> the flower head surrounded by small leaves –> they flex downwards -> the seeds,
white, soft -> nothing happened -> and then the “right” wind parachuted them into air ->not all at
once -> it takes time -> I take time
My dear Friend Daniel (Chamovitz),
I came to know you by reading your book “What a Plant Knows”, a book you offer to share how plants
themselves experience the world through senses.46 I enjoyed your writing about the early historical and
scientific findings by Darwin and the latest discoveries in genetics. It was a fascinating read but I was
wondering why all the experiments involve single plants in containers – yes I’m not a botanist, I hang out
with urban spontaneous plants and my experience with them through movement is, they don’t act in the
world as a single plant - it seems to me they correspond with each other and the environment to cope
with changes. The other day I said: They are like dancers. As a dancer we are in the field of conversation –
they have like a sociality – I perceive constant distributing of take and give, a flow of flux of changes. Also,
to clarify, for me dance is thought in action- I don’t think of dance as entertainment to give people bliss dance with its “socialness” – its dynamic force – dance is a way of knowing. In the chapter Dancing Plant,
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where you share Charles Darwin’s “The Power of Movements of Plants” theory and to prove the theory
you share with us the experiment from 2007 with sunflowers germinating, which revealed that Darwin
was correct that circumnutation is a built-in behavior of plants. Yet you ended by saying “but this behavior
needs gravity to reach its full expression.”47 Is “expression” to you how you experience them or for you
the scientific facts such as you described, that with g-force they did more “exaggerated circles” a reason
for expression? One more question: I was reading that Darwin wrote 15,000 letters to 2000 different
people. This, of course, is ”human expression.” - do you know if he addressed as well plant-life forms of
expression – I know his experiments involved feeding insectivorous plants with raw meat and eggs and
that he wrote “a nerve is touched …a sensation is felt”?
Warmly, andrea
->Put -> In <–> Out <- Put <->Put -> In <–> Out<->Out <- In-><-Put -> Out<Sensory stimulus patterns
How my fieldwork can stimulate my sensory system. In what combination the stimuli reveal themselves in my body to create physical experience. Could being deprived by one sense awaken another? What kind of experiments do I have to set up to give multiple situations to create multiple
textures of sensations. What will I receive from the act of performing with the plants in situ? How
will I process this information of knowing? Is that knowing a different knowing then what they consciously perceive so they can react to the environment? What is that overlapping shared presence
from being me and the plant? Who moves who?
1 When do I censor the plant sensations with my inner monologues?
2 When do I allow myself not to grab and control perceptions and sensations, but rather to simply
notice them?
3 Where do our movements – plant-life forms and human performers – meet?
4 What happens if plants become the performers?
5 What happens if plants become the choreographer, stepping out of the realm of objects to be-
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come beings, subjects?
6 How does my cellular body dance with the cellular plant and vice versa – knowing the plant cell
7 If a plant does not have a skeleton, does it relate to gravity in the same way people do?
Fieldwork of Movement Situation at the Urban Weeds Garden
• walk with intent through the spontaneous urban garden- noticing your body in the field– the
breath – sensorimotor skills are at work – let the embodied visual field notice you- attunement
• touch with seeing, with the hand, with the leg, with the foot, with hair, rub-glide-stamp-dab
• zoom out – zoom in distance – intimacy – walk run jump squat crawl lie down
• trace with any bodypart the leaves’ outlines – move this
• I counted 300 weedy islands in the studio. be their border, their ocean, their wind, their sun
• move insect pathways
• movement data – live-movement transmissions of plants’ motion through gestural drawings move this
• put leaves in the “cave of the mouth” - chewing – resting - swollowing- spitting – move this
• smell the rain on leaves – the soil – the leaves’ rubbings – move this
• take any body position and stand on the side of the plants– be their motion transmitter – become with them a dance
• allow images and thoughts to be part of it – move them
• be the body of the stone, garbage and soil – move this
• hear the urban “environmental” and social noise in relation to the plants’ motion – move this
• listen to the questions that arise
• this vague non defined question will be an entry into further exploration to define the questions
to become your choreographic directives
• botanical field guide books support perception
Let’s call this “ethno-choreo-botan-ography”
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Devices as an Extension of Daily Embodied Weedy Situation Practice
Keep the situation going daily for a while to fine tune the situation. Let your unconscious be part of
it – be clear what combination of sensorimotor skills will be present in the situation you create and
what are the underlying other senses are present. Look for a “vague sensorial question” the plant(s)
gives you and bring the embodied fieldwork inside the studio to continue the study. Bring it back
outside. Use your body and the extension of your body the mobile phone device, audio recorder,
camera, charcoal and the act of planting.
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A Nasty Artemisia
Artemisia and a woman speak
I am a nasty woman. I am a nasty Artemisia
I am not nasty like racism, fraud, conflict of interest, homophobia, sexual assault, transphobia, white
supremacy, misogyny, ignorance, white privilege
But I am a nasty woman
yeah, I am a nasty Artemisia
A loud vulgar, proud plant.
A loud vulgar, proud woman.
Hell Yeah! Hell Yeah!
Solanum ptychanthum (black nightshade) speaks
I love shade and Artemisia loves the sun. So I don’t share much space with Artemisia. I like the
shady corners. I’m situated in the spontaneous urban garden in the left corner by the garage. Last
summer Japanese hops had to climb over many different plants before it touched me. And in the
winter, my branch scaffolding looked like a crystal form. When I’m small my leaves are like baby dog
hair. Fluid. Soft. Airy.
My dear Solanium Ptycanthum,
I will try to write in English. So excuse my grammar, and if I do not use the words with the right meaning
or in the right order, try to understand. I know I’m naturalized and we both live in the same country now,
but that was not always the case. You as well are not from here. You came from the West Indies.
I hope you weren’t disappointed when I decided not to visit you last year in the summer time because
I just needed to be in a warmer climate. My friends they stayed in the small island and far from where
you rooted. They are not surrounded by water but by concrete pavement. I observed in several islands the
same weeds are very close to each other, such as the ragweed and the pepperweed. It seems they have
a flow with each other.
By the way did you see the facebook picture my friend uploaded from the mainland not far from the
island. The mainland in its summer glory, a perfect wild green background for sensual modeling pictures.
Do you agree that humans love nature to look wild while they see a young woman posing with glamorous
clothes. These days I love it they use so many different genders – a model can be male, female and or
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transgender, all mixed.
Do you have a passport or identification card? I don’t. You may not hear it that much but I who occupy
and travel a lot in the lot, I often hear human visitors describe me like I would be inside a passport like
a 2D image and it seems they don’t sense me. I’m here right in front of them. I guess they don’t want a
deeper relationship. I see they like you and often make selfies in front of you.
But honestly I feel I’m direct, sexual and liberated in my approach to the landscape. Particularly in the
summer I get so tall my branches bend and I’m right in their eye. I flow into their personal space. How
about you? You seem to hide in the shade, which the humans love to share with you in the summer heat.
I think of you and I have so much to think that I hardly have time to sleep, with the street lights going the
whole night. How beautifully you change your leaves then get petals with flowers and then green fruits
until they turn dark black as the night and so juicy. The purple color is like the dried menstrual blood on
women’s panties, though industry is so clever now they made these new absorbent panties so you don’t
have to swim in blood nor see blood – I guess if they want to remember it exists they can always come
to you and squeeze your fruit. What a pleasure.
Good bye, I’m happy I have met you in distance and I’m sure we will meet again, this year or next.
Artemisia
It’s Hot
A Summer Day. It is Hot. It is A Mundane Summer Day. The weeds are my body size. My naked
body walks through the weeds. I do this slowly and very deliberately. I let each leaf touch my skin.
I sense with each step the soil between my toes. I let the plants trace my legs and I trace the
leaves. We are passing each other in time and space through touch. I dissolve the boundaries of my
corporality. If you would see me- it could look sensual and provoke a certain energy of pleasure in
you but as well it would encourage a non-presence of my female body and remove my physicality from your gaze. You might not see me as “a woman.” I feel a vague feeling. I perceive the plants
by their touch on my bare skin and can go along with Alva Noe’s viewpoint that all perception is
touch-like.48 In this meditative movement improvisation I turn my head and my spatial relation to
the surrounding weeds alters. My leg moves slowly and feels the shape, texture and moistness of
the plant-life forms. As my body’s corporality dissolves, do the weeds become more present? The
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movements alter my sensory input. The sensorial participation may even provoke a word, a memory and a desire with a question.

What if my body cells are dissolving into unknown borders of gender?
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Facebook post: Pussy
If you are trying to get a hold of me or are
looking for me for something and I am
not responding it is because I am really
just exhausted. i can’t do anything extra
at all right now. i need more sleep.
summer is hopefully right around the
corner and will provide the extra warmth
and sunshine needed for extra activities.
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Tell me how did you get here?
Artemisia annua L (sweet wormwood) speaks
I love to surprise you. You always mis-ID me – you think I’m ragweed, a native plant. I’m not native.
I’m naturalized in most parts of North America. You can find me between Ambrosia artemisiifolia
(ragweed) and Artemisia vulgaris (mugwort), but I love much more to be around Erigeron canadensis (horseweed). Horseweed is native but considered aggressive and is called a noxious weed, I
like to wiggle through its leaves – we love the tiny cracks where the wall and pavement meet. So
when you bend down and smell me I know I’m an intense situation for you. Once you gain curiosity
and smell one of my leaves you are blown away - the intensive aromatic scent of the leaves is my
trademark. I came here via the China trade on a boat. You Americans had factories with gardens in
Guangzhou. I’m still a respected plant in China for my ability to heal malaria. In your country I’m a
weed, not used for anything so you put herbicides over my body. Well, you perhaps would love me
and respect me here in New York if you would have mosquitos, which transmit parasites and so
you could USE me for healing and as well would gain economic value. Of course, for me there is no
such thing as economic value.

My dear Reader,
Tell me how did Artemisia annua finds its way into the 1067 PacificPeople yard?
It’s 10am-– Friday-hot- I already did my meandering around the plants – Artemisia annua in late April
grows slowly- impossible for me to figure out how it got here
Tell me how did Artemisia annua get here?
This plant- I went outside this morning walking down the sidewalks on Pacific Street Bending down – searching for Artemisia anna seedlings
There is false lettuce in front of my neighborhood gate- where is my friend- I hope he is ok70 years old and I did not see him for a couple of days – he goes by the name Hollywood
his love is Queen Elizabeth – He showed me a coin with her image on it and kissed it
He always says “ Guyana was better during colonial time”
He is, he says, “an ardent royalist.”
He is not here and Artemisia annua is not here outside in the sidewalk cracks
Tell me how did Artemisia annua get here?
On this block there is no Chinese factory- maybe there was one once?
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If I cross Classon Avenue there is a Chinese Factory
Did they bring Artemisia annua?
I did not ask them if they know the plant.
Maybe I should
Could they tell me?
I read an article in a business magazine that Tu Youyou – discovered
what has been the most powerful and effective antimalarial drug therapy to date
the writer writes:
How Tu and her team discovered artemisinin tells us much about the continual Chinese effort to
negotiate between traditional/modern and indigenous/foreign49
The article ends with a picture of a women smiling with teeth pushed forward and wearing a red sweater
and a typical Chinese farmer hat holding long bunches of Artemisia annua. She is situated on the right
corner in the image standing in a field of Artemisia annua.
Have to go the plants are calling me.
Hope you visit us soon.
		xo, a

Facebook Post: Mary
Myth Buster: I, an undocumented immigrant,
Just filled my taxes and PAID $300 to the state of
Arizona. I cannot receive financial aid from the
state or federal government for school, I cannot
benefit from unemployment, a reduced healthcare
plan, or a retirement fund. I think I’m pretty good
citizen. Oh and there are MILLIONS just like me
who pay into a system they will never receive
anything from. Wanna tell me again how I should be
deported, contribute nothing and only leech off
this country while the 1% wealthiest people in this
country steal from you everyday? How about you
show me yours DJT? #HereToStay
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Eating and licking for an hour one Artemisia annua leaf then I’m moving the “vague question”
Artemisia annua has something to tell me:
our body, my body searching for instability through movement
our body, my body wobbling standing meandering
Floating to fall just to get up to be in the diagonal of falling
Sweet Chaos
Hierarchy of uprightness crumbles like old chocolate cake
our body, my body stands in forces of a party of dizziness of exchanges
No shape in existence. Our trace forms are fainting into invisibility
We are in the state of delirium lacking of structure
As we fall we are the ground of honey pudding to swing up into roller coaster
our body, my body is in process of destroying spectacles
We are the storm in the morning glory
our bodies, my body manage in this storm to give no answers
our body, my body experience lapses of ownership
our body, my body is in the state of forces of losing control
We practice flow with multiple up and down transversal directions
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Where aliens thrive, locals thrive
Artemisia speaks with Cardamine hirsute L. (hairy bittercress)
How do you handle being out there in the big grey jungle? You are situated under a streetlight. I
decided to join you. Do you remember? I saw some of your relatives. They seemed so fragmented,
spread out in the street- far from each other. One was on one corner, the other opposite, divided
by car traffic. I settled into one mini-island. Your relatives welcomed me, I was the newcomer but
they were ok with it. But our quiet time stopped fast. Grey lava came over us-we had to disappear
under the pavement. I did not give up, but continued to grow my roots in darkness under the concrete – I saw a little light coming through the soil and got an opportunity to worm up through that
crack. And here you were! You told me, you were hearing the news “ Weeds’ seeds evolve quickly in
the city “Urbanization is forcing plants to evolve quickly, but their form of evolution could ultimately
put them in danger of dying out.”50 You told me you have learned how to change your genetic code
to have heavier seeds - this way you told me the seeds can drop right under you instead of being
carried away by the wind and drop onto the street, where they can get smashed by a car tire. I’m
glad I need to be less worried about you, since your seeds germinate into a fruit with explosive
dispersal and this powerful explosiong throws the seed wildly. Like me, you don’t need to adapt too
much, and so we will probably not go extinct because of our seeds having no place to land that is
fruitful for us.
Dear Joann,
How are you and your family doing at Isle De Jean Charles?51Did you already take some steps to relocate
or are you still worried each morning at 3:30am when you leave the mildewed and rusted house that
your parents built on your grandfathers’s property that the bridge connecting this spit of waterlogged
land to Louisiana’s terra firma will again be flooded. How many days of work did you have to miss since
last year? It may comfort you (not too much) but around the globe confronting the reality that as human-caused climate change warms the planet and creates rising sea levels. You all on your island are in a
vulnerable situation.
They predict that between 50 and 200 million people – mainly subsistence farmers and fishermancould be displaced by 2050 because of climate change. We are already in a refugee crisis. Even Nomad
herders from Mongolia have moved into the city. You know, what if you and your family would move into
the city? You might end up like them. It looks like they are living on an island in the middle of the city. They
are surrounded by skyscrapers meanwhile they live in yurts. They may see your relocation into the city as
an act of being a refugee. Will you resist the status of refugee and stand up for resilience. It will not be
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#noexstinctionfornycweeds
#NoBanNoWall
#RefugeesWelcome
#ClimateChange
#ClimateRefugees

easy. On my block there are a lot of undocumented car repair businesses- lots of them are gone already
since I moved ito the block 4 years ago. They even cooked their own food in the backyard with plants they
planted and grew. Some had been here more than 15 years. They still feel like they have no real rights
and for sure are not counted by the city in official records. The other day I was at a Community Board
meeting about rezoning and their recorded count of all the business on this block did not include any
businesses without a visible sign on the outside of a building that would show your business name. They
might not have even counted 1067 PacificPeople – though I put the name on the fence. But they didn’t
take that seriously because it is written as if it would be a banner used at a rally. I asked the other day
the outside weeds what they think---they told me there is place for them. They get sprayed with Round
up so real estate people can march in. Your family is welcome here but I warn you it will be not easy to
adapt. Maybe you should find another island than New York. Here, more and more concrete lava covers
their voice and I’m sure they will cover yours.
Let the sun inhale your body. You have energy that a lot of us don’t have.
					Keep strong
						Your friend in distance, andrea
EverBooming
With its ever-booming real estate market, New York City has created corridors – some areas completely built up, some with much vacant property – but that now seems as if it will come to an end.
Are these weeds symbols of past cultural shifts? Here in Crown Heights, I have witnessed that more
than six vacant lots on the blocks around my studio have been developed and turned into fancy
housing over the last 12 months. I predict that, in less than three years, there will be no vacant lots
or abandoned parcels in New York City.

What if my body has multiple voices to adapt to any situation?
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Go find your own nature
Artemisia speaks
You cannot take away history. There’s still a scar down the center of the lot where the repairmen in
this former auto repair lot used to pour motor oil into the soil. I can take a lot. I can suck up toxins.
But that is too much even for me – you will not find me there but Lepidium virginicum L., (virginia
pepperweed) thrives on the petroleum-soaked ground
Nature will take me Home
She was a devout Catholic all her life, but determined that her prayers to end the pain from her
cancer had been pointless. A few days before her death, she threw her cross against the wall and
said, “Nature will take me home, not God.” She had to wait two more days. On the final day, her
daughter wheeled her to the big window in the living room. She could see her trees she planted 35
years ago, the trees that had grown old as she had grown old. She looked at them and whispered
something to herself. She turned to her daughter and said “I’m ready, wheel me back to my bed.”
She died that night. A short scream followed by a smile. She was my Mom.
How not to be Become a Colonizer
“Go out there and find out for yourself,” my mom said to me when I asked her to give me her secrets about her herbalist healing wisdom. Most of her adult life, she lived in Boswil, a village of 2500
inhabitants where I was born and which I repeatedly left. I kissed her and left once more. Carried
by white clouds I landed in my artistic studio at 1067 PacificPeople in Brooklyn, New York City, part
of Long Island. It was late summer. I lay on the concrete floor and let the sun soak into my skin and
dreamed about not becoming Columbus, who brought pigs, rats and horses to America.
Lepidium virginium L. (virigna pepperweed) speaks
You love my taste. I know it because it does remind you of pepper. You think you can take me and
use me. I make use of your most polluted soil, full of oil and copper. My neighbors don’t like that
type of pollution. Even Artemisia keeps its distance. - Did you know before the fruit that is in your
mouth appears, I have small white flowers? They are hard to see. You will need to zoom in, come
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close, lower your body, bend towards me. I’m a bush. I’m your memory. I’m prairie, I’m desert. As I
spread into your body you become the pepperweed land. And then I’m everywhere.
Dear Pepperweed,
Since we spent some time together it doesn’t seem odd to be addressing a letter to you (Pepperweed, it
is 4 years I met you the first time).52 If we would ever ask the question that John Hartigan did in Aesop’s
Anthropology -- ARE NATIVES PLANTS OR PEOPLE53 -- I would say it is you, with your over 400 years
existence here on American soil, who are native. You have your roots on a land that was stolen from you,
and you sometimes travel far to cross borders, which seems natural to you to find new places to conquer.
You have been a great resource for so many generations. I was reading about the Cherokee Tribe, which
used your young shoots, boiled them and fried them. And they were pushed off the land they lived on for
years, just like you. I know here in New York some people recognize that you are native, but even so they
classify you as a weed in the negative sense that you are not useful and aesthetic enough for their gaze.
To put it bluntly, you have no economic value.
You have a sense of time that is different than for people. The ordinary ideas of past, present and future
seem banal under your gaze. When I taste you and embody your impulses, I start to know what you
mean. Time is not the Western clock – maybe your time is more the time I experience when I dance and
each gesture is time in itself – each with its own unique presence – and this time cannot be measured –
it is like a prolonged moment full of intention and attention.
Your modesty was part of the sureness of your presence in locations where other plant species have a
hard time to germinate. You are amazing. You are willing to germinate there in soil, that, when I tested it,
came back with 3000 parts per million of lead and 7000 ppm copper The norm should be 400 ppm
lead and 50 ppm copper. No children should play in this soil, but you grow in it. Who knows if they once
spilled leaded gasoline on this land. You could be unhappy but it does not seem so to me. When you face
the sun in the summer heat you have such a quiet presence. You really show it is not necessary to be unhappy in difficult situations (or what we humans would call difficult situations) – I can only judge because
you don’t have many other plants that share the place with you that this is not the most ideal spot for
any plants to grow.
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I’m sorry I have to tell you that spontaneous plants like you are an endangered species here in New York
City. Every inch of free vacant land has so much value for real estate. There are not many vacant lots left
and the few places you could escape to and have the opportunity to germinate, they put pesticides on,
since they don’t like your appearance.
Dear Pepperweed, please understand it gives me no satisfaction to complain about weeds. But to whom
could such complaints about the struggle of weeds in New York City, a land that was once a home to
the Lenape people before it got stolen by the European settlers, go? Pepperweed, I’m so glad I met
you 4 years ago and spent so much more time with you last year, observing your shape, zoomed in on
your leaves and fruits. I closed my eyes and touched your plant body and took the taste of your fruit as
my guidance for sensorial impulses to move. The other day, when I was in the studio dancing the “pepperweed,” my body suddenly told me “I’m on stolen land”- this was intense for me and it resonated to
create a further journey in my movement improvisations. All I want to say is this: I miss you. But, you can
be sure, some of us are not going to abandon the weeds. And you will continue to be bitter, stubborn and
harsh for me
Your friend,
andrea
Pepperweed has a question for me
I spent several days in the studio. My process was to taste the pepperweed fruits in my mouth as
stimulation for movement and sensations. I tasted in different speeds and durations until my body
experienced a new state of being. After that I followed my spontaneous movement improvisations
until gestural words appeared. The words that appeared to the surface were ‘bitter,’ ‘stubborn,’ ‘harsh.’
I let the “bitter- stubborn, harsh” affect my organs. Then I closed my eyes and guided the taste impulse into my belly.
I saw desert. An open field desert. Felt heat. Saw figures of bodies at rest. I tucked my head down
to go through the bushes. I was hearing a voice: You are on stolen land. With the images and
sentence I create questions for the next process of movement improvisation: What if my head is
not my head but someone else’s head that is bitter, stubborn and harsh, that has to find out what
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ground they are on? What if my hands help this head out and carry this head to the ground so the
head is the “tester” to let us know if the ground is safe? What if these hands carry the head up to
the sun to allow it to rest for a minute? What if this body is not a dancing body but more a figure in
space taking its summer moment of silence? How much more would I need to make a dance? What
if I don’t make a dance about “steps” and simply I let audience experience sensations?

Facebook post: Alice
Kills less than half a dozen white folk in Britian,
it’s news. Bomb Millions in the middle east
and it’s just another day. Wow, the
Supremacists keep showing themselves.

Pepperweed has something to tell you
(you are sitting now in a theater setting and witnessing one small part of my life with pepperweed
and experience ‘sensations”) I wear a motorcycle helmet. I seek to remove seeing. I put my long hair
in front my face to allow disorientation so I can focus solely on other senses: tasting, the contact of
head, floor, ground and air. I sit on the stage as a starting point. I never stand up. I stay in the lower
vertical terrain of the Pepperweed. My body is communicating like it’s speaking the voices of our
ancestors.
“My right palm slaps the side of the helmet - looks for point of contact – arrives. Left palm follows right palm gesture. Palms become helmet shape – change direction - sharp- carry – head to
the ground - looking for a new contact – arrive – glide the contact into the floor – forward space.
Palms slap the floor ground push the contact - into the air - throw Helmet-head into the air. Palm
searches unknown helmet contact – quick slap - arrive. The movement sequence repeats at various
speed and directions. Between in a pose – pelvic floor heavy – heated –- listen to the air of breath
– gazing to the mainland – you and the others seated in chairs, watching, gazing – time stretched –
sharp moment to move into unknown “ground/head” contacts. Movement phrase emerges – slap,
arrive, slap, arrive, sense the shape, carry down, glide, slap loud, push into the sky, rest, heavy pelvic
floor, gaze, time elongated, stay even longer, sharp moving into contact. Helmet protects Head. Hair
covers Gaze. You are seated in the mainland. We are in the grey ocean.”
.
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No Front
Cirsium vulgare (spear thistle) speaks
My rosette of spear-shaped leaves makes sure you stay away. If you walk into me my spines can give
you a cut or swollen vein. Honeybees love my nectar when my dark purple flower appear. Like you,
I carry my flower head on the top at the end of my stem – my stem could be your neck or your
spine but you humans named it stem. You can walk around me and you will not know where my
front is – because front is something different for me – or even something nonexistent.
Dear feminine Artist,
Yes, I do think you can be strong and dynamic and loud as I am and still be sweet. Yes, I do think you
can persist to be resilient without always holding your head still. After all, as choreographer Deborah Hay
discovered, holding her head still is the belief this would give her control about all the elements of her performance. For me it is about exploring the world so the regal head is just a silly attempt to prove we are
serious and responsible citizens of the world, committed to our respective art forms, who know what we
are doing and want the audience to know this too so we keep the head facing the audience. This need
to assert our value in society lodges the head like a fortress, unwilling to surrender. So give up the regal
head and try out Deborah Hay’s TYFH (Turn Your Fucking Head) method.54 What if you give up fronting?
What if you just simply let a presence and let the wind carry you. Like me. How about you arbitrarily turn
your head as if a wind would stroke your cheek or a bird would call and allow you to change your head’s
direction. With TYFH, you could attend to others and keep your global 360 degree presence.
Artemisia is so loose on this April day, our leaves and stem vibrate in the air and all together it has a
sense as if could dive into our green silver foliage and surf and spiral around our hairy thick vertical upright stems. My neighbor Spear Thistle stands erect in space -- intentional, so upright not to be missed – it
offers a clear up and down in its flexible vertical stress of uprightness. So what if you give up the desire to
control?
			Your friend,
Artemisia
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No Front is Light and Shadow
Cirsium vulgare was standing upright, tall and erect. The cellular body seemed to respond to the
soft early-spring wind. Spear Thistle has a clear presence without taking too much space around its
stem. It feels as if I was standing and sensing my torso expanding and contracting in my standing
kinesphere (kinesphere is the space around you without locomotion). Its cellular leaf wall touches the air particles. My body-touch is emphasized in the skin and movement is emphasized in my
propriocepetive and kinesthetic receptors. As the sun hits my skin I perceive it opens my sensorial
participation at that moment I notice the sun creates a diagonal shadow of the plant on the concrete pavement as if the shadow is touch and the plant standing in uprightness moves.
Cirsium vulgare has a question for me
What if you would have no front and every cell in your body is front? What then?
The hair moves in the wind
The hair feels plant vibrations
The hair over my face
The hair face-feature is invisible
The hair swings in spirals
The hair has weight and is grounded in a root system
The hair covers the eyes input of light to let the gaze to be touch
The hair are antennas
The hair receives transmissions from the environment
The hair sends transmissions to the environment
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Radical Care-Sitters
Artemisia speaks to Fallopia japonica (Japanense knotweed)
Is there a reason why you grow so close to the wall or the gate? Knotweed says: yes I do love to
be by the grey wall – very close to the garage – but you can also find me outside by the neighbors
gate, pressing between the metal. I love the heat radiating from the gate but have to say the wind
often swerves, pushing eddies of trash against the corrugated metal: candy wrappers, plastic bags,
long-expired lottery tickets, week-old newspapers, Black Jack Silicon Repair packets for tires. I try to
stay close to the gate so I don’t become full of waste – and become waste. I don’t put these things
here, but I get blamed for them being here.
Maintenance is a drag. It takes all the fucking time.
The mind boggles and chafes at the boredom
The culture confers lousy status on maintenance jobs=
Minimum wages, housewives = no pay
An excerpt of MAINTENANCE ART for proposal for an exhibition “CARE” by Mierle
Laderman Ukeles,196955
My dear Neighbor,
If you were hearing that this weedy urban lot looks wild and is not maintained by anyone, I can tell you
this is fake news. If it was true that this urban lot would be covered in trash, blown in by the wind and
thrown in by people who toss away items ranging from small liquor bottles to chewing gum to expired lottery tickets and no-longer-needed business cards. I don’t get paid to care for this urban lot. I pay for each
square foot. It costs me monthly $2500 to maintain the Residency for Weedy Species. I’m lucky some of
my other friends once in a while help me out with payment so I don’t go broke.
You can also care about weedy islands. If you don’t have a vacant lot in your neighborhood, due to gentrification or any other reason, simply look closer down to the terrain and you will find tiny weedy islands or
barriers of weeds between the concrete street and the sidewalk, and take these us your field excursions.
You can approach this maintenance as your warm-up. I include below the steps you may want to try - do
them in the order that works for you and your weedy location. You will discover other steps of your own
and you can just add them to the list. Thanks for being a radical care-sitter for Weedy Urban Species.
In weedy solidarity, andrea
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Urban Weedy Species Maintenance Score
This takes time
Choose a time.
Visit your weedy urban territory force field daily
You arrived. Stand still.
Close your eyes.
Notice where the wind touches your Skin.
Open the eyes.
Let your body’s visual field toggle between wide angle, medium and macro zoom
Notice with eyes, feet, spine, ears, skin
Where do you notice trash?
In the peripheral edges
in the center of the weedy island
and or under the plant?
What type of trash-shape, color, texture
Let’s get ready to collect
Sense your hands
Sense opening and closing of your hands
Collect.
Simple Actions. Walking to the Trash. Bending. Gathering. Standing. Noticing
If you are even more curious, touch and smell the plants
a whole other world will open up
Back in your studio empty the trash
Lay out the collected trash
make a mental, corporeal, and verbal list of what is there
Engage in a stream of talking.
Speak things you notice and what comes in your mind.
Play with volume and speed. Move the Trash.
Repeat this for several days.
Did you find human-plant connection?
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Radical Care-Sitter
Why informal Radical Care-Sitter and not guardian or groundskeeper or caretaker? Isabelle
Stengers tells us that these relationships won’t help us. The institutional forms of technical and scientific inquiry won’t help much either. We’re on our own:
”…we cannot impose on those who are responsible for the disasters that are looming the
task of addressing them. It is up to us to create a manner of responding for ourselves.56
With Radical Care-Sitter I propose noticing – the act of paying attention is before taking the action
but with the word Radical I indicate you have to take your own responsibility to act. The word
guardian is already institutionalized and by imagining a new word for “caring” it allows for new
responsibility. Radical Care-Sitter does not need any special permission or license. It can happen
any time, using your own methods of caring. We are in a society that likes to grab - to take - to
have – to own - but by noticing in a sensorial embodied way your caring becomes an experience of
noticing with no desire to have it. You are just in the state of “caring”.
What if I’m cleaning and no one asked me to?
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Weedy Choreography
Artemisia speaks
My neighbors and I at the Urban Weedy Garden are an orchestra. When spring time comes we
all stand and act in different melodies and vibrations. The ones near the corrugated iron gates stay
strong and upright with their hairy stems mimicking the dynamic of the airplanes rumbling overhead
– a rush, roar and whistle. Opposite, along the concrete wall,a group of my sisters react to the rain
and pancake on the pavement. In their movement, I hear a heavy, deep low drone – merging with
the Caribbean panmaker’s percussive thumps as he flattens the varied facets of a steel drum in the
lot across the street. Plants in the small islands twine under and over their neighbors – touching
lightly, wiggling into uprightness in the ostinato of sustained time. These plant melodies are in harmony with the voices of birds perched on the gate, singing in determined counterpoint to the gunning
of car engines.
Dear weedy movers,
You asked me the other day what is the process that brings the transmission of the sensorial plants
sensations – inner monologues, actions and memories – into movement. The encounter with the plant
gives me a “vague sensorial question”. Spontaneous movements pop up like seedlings and inner ‘thought’
monologues arise – some elements “stick” out. I experience an inner time and space I move through. This
process opens a vague in-between space and, by moving this in-between space over and over, I become
more comfortable with the unknown. In this unknown I start to sense and feel a movement pattern, I
notice body organizations and as well how I do this movement, in what quality. I don’t judge. I just become
aware. – Meanwhile I listen. Does this movement pattern give me a clearer insight into “what the plant(s)
are telling me”? I may stop the movement improvisation and go back outside to the fieldwork and do another sensorial situation with the plant(s) for clarification. This sensibility I bring then back inside the studio
space and start the movement improvisation again. It gets more intense. Sometimes clouded memories
like geological landscapes come to the surface. Other times I find myself in a psychological “state” – at
that moment If you would watch me from outside you might say I dance more of an inner world” than
the mechanics of “dance steps” in time and space. I just keep going and grow with it until a clear “What
if” question reveals itself. I write the question down and as well some basic movement patterns that have
arisen and that is then my source material for days.
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You might say my process in these plant encounters is an analog of what Georgia O’Keeffe said of painting: “One can’t paint New York as it is, but rather as it is felt.”57
This feeling gets further elaborated with a combination of memories of movements that arise from the
time spent with the plants and the “What if” questions that arise from it. Reading about the plants’
origins and taxonomy and the position the plants have in other cultures and other historical time adds
another dimension. The forth dimension is where are they appear in the urban ruderal space. The question then becomes: How to share this all in a theatrical setting, a man-made artificial space? Since I first
encountered the Urban Weedy Garden, I wanted to take the challenge of inviting the plants into the
performance space and how I could still give them agency in this indoor environment without having them
be decorative or like a prop. So if I would make them “performers” and even co-choreographers, what
would happen then? And how about if the theatrical place assumes a role as a geological space with borders, cracks and islands and our movements are always ungrounded, off balance, re-entering, re-intruding,
grounded only momentarily, rooted to rotted to decomposed to move again into the space of temporality.
How to be comfortable in this state of being? Is it possible to ask for help from the spectators? How to
let the dance to become a multisensory experience for the spectators, the plants and myself if it just
quietness in invisibility in the wave of the wind? How the theater lights could be our source of energy and
darkness a part of nutrition? And how about a moment of intensity followed by a voice “call” in the form
of “yodeling” to communicate with the other islands to just to be interrupted again? Can we become refugees and follow the plants? How about to get disoriented and find healing in the vibratory of the dance?
Let me know what you think
			xo andrea
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Weedy Choreographic Principles
Working with Urban Weeds as Agency for choreographic directivies basic principles revealed to me.
• Supernatural focuses on the relationality between human and non-human as way of shifting
the attention away from the materiality of the body itself.
• Nonhuman focuses on giving agency to nonhuman species for choreographic directives
• Flow is inspired by the interconnectivity between performers and the audience. There is not a
clear separation between performer and spectator, stage and auditorium. Flow choreography is not
bound choreography. The performance needs the audience in order to make sense.
• Shifting Landscape behaves according to a proposed performance situation that the stage is
the ocean and the auditorium is the mainland and the performance constructs landscapes of various kinds with island and continents.
• Persist is be in the presence. Time is being alertness and is with you and passing through you.
• Invisibility is an act of liberation.
• Sensorial asks not who is the choreographer but who choreographs us.
• Dynamic is an emotional “state” initiated by the energy within the body and around the body
• Resistance is to rethink other ways to be in a theatrical and/or gallery space and shifting of
time.
• Refuge allows that everyone can be in the space with no fear and be safe and creating spatiality
of corridors to give that space of comfort.
• Language is utterance - sensations-> to storytelling-> vocalization of “call”
• Gesture to come closer to weedy plant-thought.
• Opportunism is openness to change and disorientation of directions
• Spontaneous are movements that are unknown to the performer
• Becoming with is choreography for human-nonhumans in the process of becoming with, symbiotic-poetic relationships
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ARTEMISIA –> A Sensual Cyborg Alter-Ego
Artemisia speaks with Paulownia tomentosa (princess tree) and Persicaria perfoliata L. (mile-a-minute
plant) A gust of wind at our back flips our leaves. Like a line of dominos, we show our shaking
silver bellies. To you, Paulownia tomentosa: you are in the far corner - you lean diagonally with such
beauty – and you truly are the flag on a diagonal pole for the baby girl that is born – as we rapidly
rotate and spin in free flow, we come back to you. Persicaria perfoliata – you are still so young and
your triangular leaves jerk in this blast of wind. The circular, cup-shaped leafy structures around your
lower stem are like a Chinese singing bowl articulating the sound of utter silence surrounded by
Chenopodium album L. (lamb’s quarters) gray-mealy surface sound.
Dear Artemisia,

I have to tell you, through the whole process with you and your neighboring weedy plant species,
I was only able to listen to you by not maintaining my “I.” I had to destabilize myself – to stop
“I-ing” –making you and your neighbors the agency for choice and decision making. As a living
female body and through you seeing your dynamic expression with your environment can I enter
and find pleasure in that a new version of “living the body of a female body” –> a body that
doesn’t have flawless skin-> but rather skin that has cracks of tormented memories and flesh
that hangs to just to be in the world. I’m a woman who did not give birth? Some may would say
I’m therefore not a woman? Some say that you, my dear Artemisia, in the fields of the altered
landscape of the concrete jungle, are not desirable. And though I see your strength, your ability to thrive in harsh conditions and even absorb toxins from the soil, they don’t want you. Your
appearance is dynamic, loud and if I put my face into a bed of your silver-green leaves it is so
strong I get nauseous for a moment. When Luce Irigaray says ”this one form, of the individual, of
the (male) sex organ” in contrast “the contact of a least two (lips) keeps woman in touch with
herself”58shows how she sees the biology of male and female as different patterns of thought.
The male, individual, the female already plural. There is the represented living body of a female
body and there is the imaginary living the body of a female body. My dear plant companions, I
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enter the re-imagined “living body as a female body” – my identity “erupts from the flesh” and
I give up being a body that is trained, shaped and aesthetically (or surgically) ideal. What do
you think, Artemisia, if I engage Donna Haraway’s metaphor of the Cyborg,59 “living the body a
female body” with no rigid boundaries and blurred lines between human and animal - so there
are no clear boundaries between what is natural and what is constructed. What if I do this: that there
is no separation between my human nature and weedy plant species, but in our multispecies
sharing of a theatrical “stage” we are in the in-between field of flux of sensorial embodiment
being affected by its environment. In this field can we renew the concept of gender, and even
question national identity, for instance or, being a ‘white woman’ with a resident alien status in
the United States. How about if I never really establish a single identity and enter into Deborah
Hay’s thinking of the body as “more than a zillion cells”60 for “the living body as female body”.
Thanks Artemisia for giving me so much freedom. See you soon on stage
xo

What if recognize that the English word woman has the word man in it
whereas in German there is a single word for woman which is Frau and for
man -- Man

What if I’m ok that my physical movement’s habits are like a vine that isclimbing onto a new corporal body or visa verse?
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I call my sensual cyborg alter-ego Artemisia. Artemisia enters the stage with her weedy island. They
both enter the grey ocean. The spectators are seated on the mainland. Artemisia, andrea, and the
alter-ego dancign have dynamic, flexible, intruding, spreading, gestural - verbal movement conversations. The following script is not what Artemisia was saying but how she approached her being.
It is sensational
To be
smelly hazy sharp tasty dreamy blurry loud vibratory
To affect no clear boundaries of constructed self-expression
It is sensational
To let the weedy wild urban plant sensations become the motor for my actions.
It is sensational to need
the spectators, viewers, bystanders, participants in order to make sense
To be
fluid, changeable, unpredictable, intruding, persistent, resilient, resistant
To act in multiple possible perspectives
To be in the state of rhizome
You may imagine I’m
a stranger in the street, an immigrant, a refugee, a smuggler for the weedy
islet, an urban hardcore motorcycle biker
I have a fluid gender identity I’m a wo(man)
and I have no passport
My movements, action, talk and thinking are shaped by my plant encounters
They have something to tell you
Our energy is shaped by You, the people and
the time and diagram of the room’s sensorial spatial energy
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Facebook post: Simone
I seem to have stumbled onto the
geographic epicenter of men-who-likemy body. Curacao. Who knows?
Comment 1:
There’s nothing wrong with
Your body sweetheart you got
curves!
Comment 2:
I thought it was NYC! You
always get a lot of attention:)
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News post: Coco
Natalia Avseenko, 36 was persuaded to
strip naked as marine experts believe
belugas do not like to be touched by
artificial material such as diving suits.
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Dance as a “Becoming with”
Artemisia speaks

The heat is different here. Stage light. I glide around with my plant friends – are we part of a landslide with no
rain? Now we halt. Rest. Settle in. We need more time but we don’t get it. We sense – without true awareness – that we are unstable. Our roots hold together, but there’s not much space for each of us. And I’m too
intense with my scent for my neighboring plant, West Indian Black Nightshade. It is not my fault that we are
here on this small Island that is, in reality, floating atop an everchanging surface tension that has no depth and
no moisture. We resist. And, together, we will rest.

Dear my Public,
A Weedy Island – a foot and a half in diameter tucked into a boat-like plastic garbage bag container – is not landscaped with earth, rocks and trees but is a living piece of turf unearthed from the 1067
PacificPeople Spontaneous Urban Weeds Garden. It is a slice of herbaceous weedy plants with soil that
has city debris and insects and microbacteria. I tow it around the stage, the grey ocean (or, my alter-ego,
Artemisia, does) tethered to it by a bright orange rope. The spectators – they are on the mainland – are
watching us from afar. We are lost on the waves of the grey zone. We stop. It may look like we have
been dumped here in the middle of this grey ocean stage – vulnerable – maybe waiting to be looked
at, maybe even to be desired. Some may think we are a mini-version of artist Robert Smithson’s Floating
Island, a concept he drew in in 1970 but which was not realized till 2007, three decades after his death.
Smithson’s island is a barge landscaped with earth, rock and trees, as if it would be a man-made Central
Park (which, of course, was itself man-made), a piece of Manhattan towed around by a tugboat orbiting
Manhattan.
Since Artemisia (the alter ego) has her hair over her face and wears a black helmet and grey worker
coveralls, some may think she is “an alien” who brought the plants with her from afar. Others may look at
the Weedy Island and think, ‘why are there no big flowers in this round planter?’ We are out of context.
But what is the context? As Donna Haraway has noted, “If we appreciate the foolishness of human
exceptionalism, then we know that becoming is always becoming with—in a contact zone where the
outcome, where who is in the world, is at stake.”61
It’s likely that the spectators weren’t able to see or sense the brutality of the performance. The plants as
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performers got stressed out in this new environment. It was hard for them to deal with high temperature
and no wind. During the time we spent together on this artificial stage, two plants died – although that
may sound illogical, as the Weedy Species told me that the word “death” is not in their language. What I
know is simply that they did not have the wind, the sun, rain and other species to communicate with and
who perhaps could have helped them to cope with the stressful situation.
We are in a triangle relationship. You the spectators, the weedy island plant, and I, as the alter ego. I
would say I’m the transmitter between the plants and you and with that we all are becoming with each
other a body of corporal sensorial communications.
We re-imagine and re-inhabit and re-engage to come closer to each other through touch, smell and taste,
and the plants dance what they have to tell you.
Often we just rest in what looks like stillness but which is actually a position with tiny movements. In this
way, we all seem to become one landscape – in the same way that you, sitting there in your chair are
breathing, expanding and contracting your torso, rocking back and forth, while also seeming to be still.
We exchange energy and vibrations in the utterance of gestures and movements. We gaze at the grey
walls of the stage in the FiveMyles Gallery and ask you to make us a soft wall. Some of you did get up
from your seats and, crossing the stage, created a soft border of flesh at the back wall. We thank you. We
feel better. The Weedy Islet plants don’t hear the airplanes overhead, fire truck sirens, big trucks that stop
and go, car repair voices in different West Indian dialects, booming hip hop radio songs from the passing
cars – but because you are closer to them they hear your breath and may even sense your movements
when you walk by the island.
When I entered the stage my hormones changed. I was able to feel it as it happened. I felt a change. I
sensed the presence of spectators. I slowed down to sense what’s going on. I’m towing the weedy island.
I listen to that umbilical connection and I listen to the audience’s quiet postural connection- I’m between
the energy of mobility and stability. The horizontal dimension of my body, the shoulders, arms, hands, are
the bridge of talking and connecting with all of space.
In this journey at some point you make your own narrative – we provide a sensorial narrative with a
few images. You may think we are communicating about the refugee & climate change crisis- I, the alien
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resident, take my island with me, my land with me. Or you may think we are immigrants, since I share
with you in form of storytelling that the Weedy Island contains lots of plants that came to Manhattan
from Europe and Asia during the massive immigration era of the 1890s. Truth is, this is not a refugee
crisis nor a human crisis – it is a multispecies crisis. We ask you for more help and some point the ones
who consider themselves to be Americans create a mountain on the stage. We did not ask for a passport or visa or ID. We saw you from afar and we found a way to move towards you – we climbed up the
mountain. The alter-ego was resting – laying on top of some bodies and pulling the Weedy Island on top
of Artemisia’s belly. We all became a shape of breathing identities. We have a minute left and we allow
you to touch us.
We thank you for listening to us.
Yours, Andrea
And you, andrea, do you think your performance is achieving something?
I don’t feel that I’m an activist. I don’t think I offer any straightforward solution, but if I can make
people sense, feel and think, then that means I have achieved something. As Artemisia always tells
me: ‘I have a question for you; just take time and listen.’

What if this memory of time in which we were in a kinetic field of energy together
is a shared bubble that cannot be re-produced and therefore reproduction does not
exist and all that exists is “becoming with” as a sensorial emobodied experience.
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The Unruly Dispersal Stage / Who should we love in this time of extinction?
Artemisia speaks :
We have to become “newcomers” so quickly since the spaces we inhabit seem so temporary in the
concrete jungles. Maybe humans could help us. They could create pathways for us so we can connect and communicate with each other more successfully. We don’t need much – just six-inch-wide
pathways along the sidewalks. Dogs can pee on us and we will still shine. Winter salt melting doesn’t
faze us. Just once in a while, sit with us and take the trash from around us so people don’t think we
are weeds in the wrong place.
Dear Reader,
I was listening to a Multispecies Salon youtube talk about hope in time of extinction and what really
struck me most was the opening question: “Who should we love in this time of extinction?” Should I love
only non-human species that are “good” for my economic growth and well-being? Or can I love Artemisia, who only has a question for me? Artemisia and her neighbors offer a dance as a dispersal of kinetic
vibrations – of movement patterns in time and space – of energy – of sensing – of emotions- of feelings
– of thought – of connection ->a dance is social, a dance is ephemerality, a dance evaporates, a dance
is the wind, a dance produces energy, a dance breaths out waste, a dance that existed with an existing
garden of weedy species guidance. In this, the weedy species were mentors, collaborators and performers.
Together we cultivated multispecies coexistence, we were on the unruly edge that becomes a field, we
recognized our entanglements, we practiced empathy, resilience and connectness for a beyond-human
urban ecology. These weedy species have their own ecological times. Already, in 1897, American journalist
Charles M. Skinner wrote an article called “Flowers in the Pave,” in which he writes “Do you realize how
much country remains in town? What scope is had in glimpses out of the street? Not of the street, gentle
reader, but out of the street.”62 Humans have worked for more than a century to create an unnatural
‘perfection’ in the city and to eliminate spontaneous urban plants. We murdered what never belonged to
us in the first place. But the plants kept going refused to die. Their resilience shows that the human city
cancels ecological time. How much will we allow that plants have their own culture. They can resist our
climate change. We may pave every inch in town like the grey ocean stage but a seed will come in on
the edge of a building just to push through and expand into a field. In the same way, our social media
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frenzies find their cracks of communication, spreading like a rhizome system (going viral!). Plant life forms
have their “internet” system as well.

Last summer, when I visited Berlin, I found Artemisia vulgaris in a sidewalk, upright and gentle,
with many other plant species around it. This may sound romantic, but I truly felt like I had a
friend already in Berlin. What if our companions are not only domesticated animals but as well
spontaneous urban plants? Could we build connections with plant-life that are just as strong, that
don’t need our cultivation, that have their own agency?
I love my baby dog Zola. She is truly my companion. As I was working on this essay, I had to help
her go where she needed to go. She had cancer, and the mutant cells spread so rapidly that she
broke down in less than 2 weeks. How to deal in time where things go so quickly? How to prepare? As I took time with her, I learned that loss and grief are not avoidable. But I also learned
that our deep connection brings me daily back to her. It is true that, as Isabelle Stengers, says,
catastrophe is here and there will be no solution, no way to put it back into the background, no
way to imagine we can return to any “normalcy”. There is no recovery.63 Except to find multidiverse ways to re-imagine, re-inhabit a world where bodies, human and non-human, can find
sensual coexistence.
The spontaneous urban weedy garden with its plant body has changed and I have changed, too. I have
been thinking about what it has taken to keep up with that body and with my body and how much it has
changed and I have changed and how much more we could change. Can we be old and young bodies at
the same time?
To work with plants with bodies with no skeleton challenged me to practice tenderness and take this
practice of tenderness into everything. What is weedy resistance? It is resistance that surrenders to
flexibility, to tenderness, to persistence, to co-existence, to affect, to love. Here, once again, I use Deborah
Hay’s TYFH (Turn Your Fucking Head) method to arbitrarily turn my head as if a wind would stroke my
cheek or a bird would call me to allow my body to change. Is it ok that I don’t know what I’m contributing
in this moment? Can I allow the personal to be shifted to be in place with others, becoming with them,
attending to others that are calling me, and giving them agency?
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What if the sociality between humans and non-humans is a life-long project?
In weedy solidarity,
andrea
What’s Next?
I see a clear movement pattern of species, not only of the spontaneous urban plants but also the
insects, the birds, the wind, the trash, patterns that this coexistence has to reach out and that I have
to reach out to in my work as an artist. I invited a small group that I felt very close to and who
spent much time at 1067 PacificPeople during the last year to think with me as I was trying to figure
out what is the next step of for 1067 PacificPeople Urban Weeds Garden before I have to give
the place back to the landlord (our lease ends at the end of the year). Our gatherings resulted in
a collective called EPA- Environmental Performance Agency, through which we will as well find ways
of cross pollinating from the garden to the streets, from the artists to the locals who are living and
working on the same streets. My research contribution will lead to a multispecies
ethno-choreo-botan-ography.

EPA- Environmental Performance Agency		
http://www.environmentalperformanceagency.com
The Environmental Performance Agency (EPA) is an artist collective founded in 2017 and named in
response to the proposed defunding of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. Appropriating the acronym EPA, the collective’s primary goal is to shift thinking around the terms environment, performance,
and agency - using artistic, social, and embodied / kinesthetic practices to advocate for the agency of all
living performers co-creating our environment, specifically through the lens of spontaneous urban plants,
native or migrant. The collective was founded by Carrie Ahern, Catherine Grau, andrea haenggi, Ellie Irons,
Christopher Kennedy, and the spontaneous urban plants of 1067 Pacific Street, Brooklyn.

DO YOU UNDERSTAND ME?
		
What if IT’S OK. YOU DON’T HAVE TO GET IT.
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COLLECTIVE APPENDIX
Artemisia speaks:
A Dream Island by the grey wall with its red “love” rectangle. The Dream Island is perhaps one foot
long and half a foot wide. All of us are similar heights in the center but towards the shoreline we get
smaller. No plant is taller than one foot. I’m located in the center. Around me are the spontaneous
plant vegetation of Artemisia annua, Bromus tectorum, Poe annua, Cirsium vulgare, Cardamine
hirsute and some mystery plants that I cannot ID yet because their seedlings are so young. We are
together not out of aesthetic principles but out of ecological principles and ecological principles are
aesthetic principles -> why not? We are here with the fact that our being is influenced by years and
years of alterations to the ground.
Just as Artemisia shares her world with other plants – it made no sense anymore to me that I
should be alone in my experience with plants. So I started wondering how 1067 PacificPeople
could expand beyond residency for the spontaneous urban plants and myself, but as well could be
a field of inquiry for others –Every 4th Tuesday of the month, I decided to open the dance floor
of the spontaneous urban plants at 1067 PacificPeople as a learning lab so we can cross-pollinate
weedy practices. The two and half hours was organized this way: the first hour was a class facilitated
by a rotating roster of Weed Facilitators and was followed by an open score jam. All movement
levels were welcome. The Collective Weed Improvisation Jam celebrates the idea of “By By By Utopia” to explore collective situations and to improvise and play, to build movement as potential for
healing and to construct social sculptures with humans and the urban wild plants we call weeds. We
began by “planting” together.
Months later, I asked four of the artists who joined me in facilitating to each send a small paragraph
regarding their intent and what they shared during the time they facilitated.
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Facebook post: Rosie
Many women, myself included, can’t take the
day off from paid and unpaid labor. So we are
excluded? Sincere question.
#How to spend the day without a woman

my back is warm
breaking down to open up
four fingers below my navel
My body is full of stories
My head rests on your leg
Your head is on my stomach
It is not me that makes a decision to move
It is not you that makes a decision to move
We move
Something new formed
Thanks for your voice of sharing
The voice of jlll is in my ear tingling.
- reflection note by andrea

Collective Weed Improvisation Jam 1 – facilitator Jill Sigman
November, 22nd, 2016
For the Collective Weed Improvisation Jam (on 11/22/16), I led a weed visioning exercise for the
participants. We began by spending time with Andrea’s “weedy island” that she had brought indoors
from the lot, and got to know those plants by smelling, touching, and listening to the sounds they
make with our eyes closed. We chose plants that intrigued, stood out, or otherwise called us and
then went outside to the lot to see them growing in a more typical environment and to collect
samples for the workshop. We then spent more time getting to know those plants, looking carefully,
touching, smelling, and (when possible) tasting the samples. For the main part of the workshop, we
embarked on a long visioning exercise in which we each sought the plant we chose, got to know it,
asked it questions, and allowed it to lead us into movement. Another way to see this would be to
say we used our spontaneous movement to speak with the plant, to find answers and understanding in our bodies that we might not be able to find through more deductive or discursive processes.
We took our movement from the floor into the space, with some participants using the perimeter
or the upspace. After I closed the visioning portion of the workshop and we thanked the plants, we
worked in movement to try to find back some of the kinesthetic states we had discovered and to
extend them in various ways. How can the movement we experienced in interacting with the plant
provide a new movement “vocabulary” or movement “place” for each of us? We worked with those
individually and then brought them together into a group improvisation which ended with our own
conception of ourselves as a weed system or “weedy island” like Andrea’s.
—Jill Sigman64
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Collective Weed Improvisation Jam 2 – facilitator Catherine Grau
December, 20nd, 2016
The invitation to facilitate one of Andrea’s Weed Improvisation Jams came in the middle of winter,
which is usually a less publicly active phase of my art practice and a time for personal reflection - so
I was grateful for the opportunity to facilitate an exploration of some of the themes the spontaneous urban plant species could offer us in the winter. Using the plants as my guide, I decided to
build this jam session around three themes:
1. letting go / decay
2. radical belonging
3. the resting stage of the seed / hibernation
With unlearning and these horizontal ways of letting another being teach you, it usually turns out to
be a very intimate and personal lesson or discovery. And I often find these teachings to be teachings
of care and how to resist pressures of human (capitalist) logic that has been separated from natural
cycles - such as the seasons! And so I took my lessons that a resting phase can be an integral part
of a productive phase, and that there is much strength in understanding purpose - as in “not doing”
when it’s not the right time or context. In the end of the session we gathered around the fireplace
and sharing thoughts and silences - there was a very beautiful resonance of timelessness, of being in
tune with the time (season) and place.
—Catherine Grau6

to breathe
into the air
strength of holding

glittering as long you desire

asking for slow time

let time to be value
getting ready
the earth below is warm
evaporate the rain drops

—reflection note by andrea
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bend down to find
bend down to change position
bend down to reach to you
bend down to touch hands
bend down to connect
—reflection note by andrea

Collective Weed Improvisation Jam 3 –facilitator Christopher Kennedy
January, 26nd, 2017
For my Weedy Jam, I was thinking a lot about time and how to tap into invisible networks - like
fungi and mycelia mats below our feet. For me mushrooms are an incredible symbol and guide for
thinking about complexity, connectivity, chaos and chance. When I realized that our bodies and our
own DNA have more in common with fungi, I think something special began to emerge for me. I
started to realize how we digest food in the same way as fungi, and then decompose back to the
ground. The Weedy Jam was an opportunity to share this with others, to explore the soil together, to consider the invisible mycelial networks below. To open space to think about everything we
already have. The spores stuck under our gills. Waiting to drop. And spread. Like mushrooms....What
latent networks are ready to sporulate? What do we need to decompose? To let go of? How can
mushrooms show us the way?
—Christopher Kennedy66
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Collective Weed Improvisation jam 4 – facilitator Ellie Irons
February, 23nd, 2017
My facilitation of the Collective Weed Improvisation Jam took place after we’d had a little tease of
spring, but had more winter to come. We enjoyed some late February sunshine. We did our best
to feel the life stirring in the soil as the days were beginning to lengthen and seeds and dormant
plants were waking up. I brought a collection of seeds with me from the Next Epoch Seed Library,
a library dedicated to saving and sharing the seeds of unintentional/spontaneous plants that live
in close association with humans, or in places heavily impacted by human activity. After examining
these seeds and watching a short video about “seed time” that demonstrated weedy seed tactics
& plant agency, I facilitated a movement exercise for the other participants. I invited them to go
from stillness to movement by reading cues that might also be legible to a plant. These ranged from
light breezes to the smell of wet soil to light misting from a spray bottle to radiant heat from a heat
lamp. As participants woke from their seed slumbers I opened 1067 PacificPeople’s big sliding door
and the sounds of the city rushed in along with a gust of cool air. This concluded the movement
exercise, which was followed by some seed planting experiments in the ruderal landscape (spontaneous urban weedy plant garden). It was good to dig in the soil after attempting to embody a
seed (although we used gloves/shovels, toxic legacies always in mind). Touching, feeling, attending
to, attempting (and failing) to embody the other living things we cohabitate with feels essential to
eroding the dangerous binary that allows humans to think of ourselves as outside of nature.
—Ellie Irons67

Facebook post: Nina
somethings i learned/were reinforced this
summer: capitalism/waste & anti-blackness is
global. femme labor is constantly invisibilized
and regulary thankless. nyc is das. people in
my community are anxious and depressed
enough they don’t know how to hold space
for each other holistically and it’s making it
worse. we can change this together, i have
some ideas. femme space is healing and
nurturing. work towards coven goals is
important and should be prioritized. I don’t
work alone for a reason, bcuz it sux to be
individualistic (bcuz capitalisms grasp) all the
time. intentional space has to be mutually
agreed upon to work.
#decentralizecapital #femmespace #blacklivesmatter
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Without the crucial support and encouragement of Simon Pope and Elena Marcevska who have followed
and supervised me throughout the writing of this thesis essay, I would not have been able to complete it.
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studio and research guidance at Transart Institute and thanks to Robert Neuwirth for his writing advice.
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essay within my creative practice MFA.
Thanks to the Transart Community who have engaged and discussed my studio work over the last two
years and for my first and second year critique group: Zeerak Ahmed, Sanja Hurem, Danial Hyatt, Sabri
Idrus, Louis Laberge-Côté, Birgit Larson, Kayoko Nakajima, JoMichelle Piper, Paolo Piscitelli, Andrea Spazini
and Sean Rees
With that I would love to acknowledge my deep entanglement with all the voices I met through reading
books, articles and posting on social media. And also, you who are reading this. Thanks for listening.
Looking forward to meet you in a weedy crack.
andrea and the spontaneous urban plants

Artemisia speaks
There is a long crack going from wall to wall right when you open the rolling blue gate at the front
of the Urban Weeds Garden at 1067 PacificPeople. You will find me in the middle of a long strip of
grass. I bend my thick stems to dive under the gate and out onto the sidewalk. Look right, on the
sidewalk is a small island around a tree. Here, you will see one type of green grass and nothing else.
Last year they were over 12 weedy species in that island and birds would feed there. Now there is
one type of grass and trash – because they used herbicides. But you know my relatives are strong.
They are working on it, biding their time. They will appear. It just takes them a little longer to germinate from the rhizome roots.
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